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Funeral Events
by Randy J. Stine
WASHINGTON Radio news networks
rolled out special reports and live coverage marking the week-long state funeral
of former President Gerald R. Ford in late
December. Their operations went
smoothly in part because of what they
learned from covering former President
Ronald Reagan's funeral in 2004, and
despite apersonnel shortage because of
the Christmas holiday.
Moving gear and field reporters on
short notice from services in Rancho
Mirage, Calif., to the state funeral in
Washington and finally to Grand Rapids,
Mich., for burial added alevel of complexity to covering the major news story.
Major networks including ABC Radio
News, CNNRadio, AP Radio Networks
and National Public Radio told RW they
planned in advanced and used pool coverage of specific funeral events to stretch
their resources. In some cases the netSee FORD, page 3

Service on the fly: Contract Engineer Bill Prendergast, left, and
APBI DOE Chuck Lakaytis had to disassemble this transmitter on
the tarmac at Anchorage Airport to make it fit in a DC-6.
by Leslie Stimson
ANCHORAGE, Alaska Completing
an 1130C conversion in Alaska can be a
rugged experience — beyond seeing the
occasional polar bear or amoose outside
the studio. Such engineering work
requires special attention to detail even
before the first piece of new hardware is

taken out of the crate.
The harsh winter environment limits
when and how materials can be shipped
where they are needed, and the cold
weather is challenging to equipment
performance.
For example, an engineer for Alaska
Public Broadcasting Inc. recently perSee ALASKA, page 5
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Microsoft, Clear
Channel HD- R
To Deliver
Personalized Data
LAS VEGAS At next year's Consumer
Electronics Show, Clear Channel Radio
and Microsoft hope to show products
based on their new agreement to build a
nationwide data delivery service using
HD Radio technology.
The companies hope to transmit personalized and localized content to avariety of HD Radio receivers and other
devices. Terms of Clear Channel's new
relationship with Microsoft were not disclosed.

Ibiquity Digital President/CEO Robert
Struble told Radio World the announcement is significant and marks the first
time the HD Radio technology will be
used in something other than a purely
broadcast approach.
The data could be transmitted to
radios, TV or any devices that receive
such information, said Jeff Littlejohn,
executive vice president of distribution
and development for Clear Channel
Radio.
Still be decided is exactly what final
form the data will take, Littlejohn said.
Some receiver manufacturers and other
device makers will use the transmitted
data to display information, such as a
navigation system. "It can be stocks or
weather. It doesn't have to be audio."
The initiative will be branded MSN
Direct HD, an extension of the Microsoft

swri'D -'ED VU

MSN Direct service, which transmits a Direct content in HD Digital Radio forvariety of data information, traffic,
mat on their devices in 2008.
weather, movie times, _spoFta end -seeks ,*41fritikiohe ‘aidarecivor manufacturers
to Smart Watches, weather stations, GPS
were interested in. tbe cencept at CES.
navigation devices, and small home
Ibiquity mill support field tests of the
appliances.
•
data delivery aêrfvice,
.
his' 'done areal data service"
with HD Radio,,Liit_lefohn said. "We
need to deterrieme hbZvii'titich we can do
and how often:Wein8dt is good about
will be branded
taking a certain amount of data and
putting it out over bandwidth." One of
MSN Direct HD.
the questions the companies hope to
answer with tests is how many times the
information would need to be transmitted
The expansion of MSN Direct to HD
for the receiver to display it accurately.
Radio is part of the Microsoft Smart
If someone has the receiver on all day,
Personal Objects Technology, or SPOT,
determining how much data to send is
initiative. The companies are talking to
easy, Littlejohn said. More challenging
consumer electronics companies and
for designers is what happens when the
automotive manufacturers to offer MSN
user turns the radio on in the first place.
The companies must figure out how to
make the device display all the information initially.
Eric Lang, general manager of the
SPOT initiative at Microsoft, said Clear
Channel had demonstrated its commitment to the aggressive rollout of HD digital radio; he said the new project "will
help further extend the MSN Directenabled product category and the realization of our vision of making everyday
objects smarter through technology."
Clear Channel Radio is offering HD
Radio primary broadcasts on approximately 340 of its radio stations; most of
those are multicasting their digital channels.
Littlejohn said the Microsoft SPOT
initiative has illustrated the ability to
turn personal objects into mobile tools:
"Combining Microsoft's existing technology and customer service background
with Clear Channel's HD Radio delivery
platform will provide customers with a
world-class data service."
— Leslie Stimson
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Ford
Continued from page i
works had 24 hours to handle logistics and
have correspondents and remote broadcast
equipment in place.
"ABC News Radio has had a plan for
the death of President Ford for years and
has been updating the plan every several
months. The extensive plans detailed virtually every action to take, from our first
special report to where the correspondents
should go," said Michael Rizzo, executive
director for news coverage at ABC News
Radio.
Logistics
The seven days of memorials followed
the announcement of Ford's death on Dec.
26 and triggered coverage plans for many
networks. Events after Reagan's death
helped prepare the networks for covering
another presidential funeral.
"Logistically there is a lot to consider
depending on where we need to go and
where our staff is at the time. The funeral
plan became abit of an evolving creature:'
said Jerry DeMink, vice president of CNN
News Services and CNNRadio. "We did
have rudimentary plans in place since we
knew [ Ford] had been in failing health. We
knew we would be live from Washington
and Grand Rapids, but California did
come as abit of atwist."
CNNRadio, based in Atlanta with

BSW's EV RE20 Package w/
Shockmount & Pop Filter
RE2OPKG List $ 1,022.00

LowestPrice

ABC News Radio's Vic Ratner, left, and Ann Compton, seated, take part in
live anchored coverage of the funeral for Gerald Ford outside the National
Cathedral on Jan. 2. Washington Bureau Manager of Technical Operations
Steve Densmore, center, supports the correspondents.
what we'll need for telecom lines and credentials to get into the venues."
Following the movements
ABC Radio keeps its remote kits well
maintained, making sure repairs to gear are
made before equipment is logged back into
inventory, said Steve Densmore, manager
of ABC News Operations in Washington.

day to Grand Rapids, Mich., for burial at
the Gerald R. Ford Presidential Library
and Museum.
ABC Radio News used a combination
of satellite and cell phones and UHF
remote pick-up ( RPU) gear, Densmore
said.
"We relied heavily on RPU gear and
riding piggyback on TV microwave and

only $498!

Marantz
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Recorder Package!
•BSW PMD660 package includes: Marantz • g
recorder, EV RE5OB reporter's mic, Sony MDR7502 headphone, 5ft. XLR cable, Marantz RC600
mic-mounted remote control, and carry bag.
•Record uncompressed WAV or MP3 files
•Onboard USB port lets you up/down load files
•Two XLR inputs and stereo line inputs
•Up to four hours power on AA batteries
PMD660PKG

List $ 998.48

LowestPrice

X"

only $759!

SONIC

Lowest Prices and Largest Inventory on EVERYTHING For Broadcast

Bswusa.com

approximately 2,000 worldwide radio
news affiliates, provided hundreds of customized correspondent live reports in addition to breaking news specials and regular
updates, DeMink said.
The fact that Ford's death occurred during a holiday week and right after
Christmas added to the challenges for
radio networks.
"Some people did need to come back of
vacation," said Harley Hotchkiss, operations manager for CNNRadio. " It was a
week for big stories, too. We had the blizzard in Denver, James Brown's memorial
and the execution of Saddam Hussein
drawing manpower."
CNNRadio prepares for anything that
could go wrong during live coverage,
Hotchkiss said, and puts measures into
place to ensure the capability to record,
process and deliver audio.
ABC Radio News broadcast extensive
live coverage of Ford's farewell hosted by
Gil Gross and complimented with reporting from correspondents such as Ann
Compton, Vic Ratner and Pam Coulter.
Christine lanuzzi, vice president of
broadcasting technology, engineering and
operations for ABC News Radio, said,
"On a technical level we immediately
began evaluating having crews ready to go
to support the coverage, prep remote gear,

800-426-8434

The radio news networks spent many
hours prepared for the busiest day of coverage on Jan. 2, as President Ford's casket
was moved from the Capitol Rotunda to
the U.S. Senate for abrief repose before a
memorial service at the National
Cathedral. His body was flown later that

fiber paths during the funeral coverage."
Presidential funerals are managed by
the Military District of Washington, which
provides generator power at most venues
for radio broadcasters. Densmore said
ABC Radio used portable DC-to-AC con-
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Saying You're Local Doesn't Make It SoEditor
From the
Iheard from areader — let's call him
Jack — who sold astation in asmall community recently. The buyer had assured
him and others that he intended to keep
the station just as local as it had been, "if
not more so" — those exact words.
Among the factors in the decision to
buy was the station's excellent local reputation. On awall in the lobby was a "business of the year" award presented by a
community organization. During the
weeks before the transfer of license, the
buyer was introduced to many community
leaders. All told him how much they
appreciated the station's local news, service and involvement.
The message — local, local, local —
was unmistakable.
Unfortunately, according to seller Jack,
what followed was a sharp reduction in
local news. No more coverage of the borough council or school board. Weather
now is downloaded automatically from
somewhere off-site. There is no station
presence at community events.
"A tornado warning was issued one

Paul J. McLane
Radio works best locally. But a former small-station owner reminds us
that beneficial technology can work against that goal.
evening afew weeks into the new owner's
tenure," Jack told me. "It wasn't aired —
this in atown that lost several lives to a
tornado some years ago."
A fugitive cop-killer who had been at
large in the area was captured one
evening. "Were it not that the network
reported the capture as anational story, it
would not have aired on the station," my

The Leslie Report is anew bimonthly
e-newsletter from Radio World authored
by News Editor/Washington Bureau
Chief Leslie Stimson, based on her conversations with newsmakers and other
sources.
Leslie digs deeper into industry headlines to tell you what's going on ( and
what will be) in the key areas of digital
radio, consumer electronics, FCC and
Capitol Hill regulation and other topics.
In her first report in January, she reported on products and activities at CES, and she
was first to report several stories about the NRSC, anew HD Radio from Polk Audio
and other news.
Starting in radio news in 1978, Leslie spent nearly 10 years as an on-air
reporter/anchor and news director for several commercial and public radio stations in
and around Washington as well as areporter/anchor for VOA and MPR. A print
reporter now for 18 years, Leslie has worked for NAB's Radio Week, Radio Business
Report, McGraw-Hill and other entities.
She earned a Bachelor's of Science in Journalism from the University of
Maryland.
Leslie has been with Radio World for almost adecade and is deeply wired into our
industry.
If you're not already receiving The Leslie Report, sign up at radioworld.com. You
can also read each issue via our Web site.

source said.
Callers to atrivia contest on the morning show now are routed to voice mail.
The station, in aprominent main street
storefront, is locked and dark after the
morning announcer is done for the day,
unless one of the sales people happens to
be in.
"The commercial schedule is generated
elsewhere and downloaded into the
automation system," Jack continued.
"There's no paper log. If an advertiser
calls to ask when his next spot will run,
whoever is in the station — even his own
sales person — is unable to tell him."
Embarrassed
The seller says he and his wife still live
in the community; they are flattered but
also embarrassed when neighbors say,
"We miss you so much, it's just not the
same any more." Jack tries to avoid trashing the new owner: "We have a vested
interest in his success. There is seller
financing involved, and we're to receive
monthly checks for a number of years.
We really had hoped that the new owner
would do such afine job of serving local
interests that people would just slowly
forget about us."
Jack acknowledges that the station has
a smooth, well-executed format. But it
doesn't " sound like its hometown." It
could just as easily be five states away.
"The new owner isn't stupid," Jack
points out. " He has owned other small

From the leader in broadcast
facility remote control...

...the ARC Plus has arrived

stations. He's plainly an intelligent man.
He's a technical whiz. He knows a lot
about computers and automation. He can
make those digital boxes do remarkable
things, without regard to what's outside
that darkened show window."
Jack told me he had adream reminiscent of the famous Wolfman Jack scene in
"American Graffiti." In Jack's version, a
listener went to visit his local station,
found the door unlocked and stepped into
a darkened room. But instead of the
Wolfman, he found only alaptop computer, the screen of which displayed the
name of the song playing, the next liner to
play, anote that the weather forecast had
just been downloaded, etc.
"My sleeping mind didn't need much
originality to produce that dream," he
said. "Some variant of it is the reality at
many ' local' stations these days."
Jack's lesson to us: It's remarkable what
modern technology can do. It can make
our lives incredibly more efficient and
enjoyable. It can generate great revenue.
It also can produce aprogram flow sufficient to modulate the carrier without any
meaningful local involvement, regardless
of the FCC's local studio rule. It can produce a smooth- sounding morning show
that fails to relate to the interests, concerns and standards of the listeners in the
community of license. It can spit out a
weather forecast unrelated to what listeners observe by looking out the window.
And, as Jack reminds us, it can ignore
the hundred and one activities that serve
as glue binding acommunity together.
Jack wanted us to know. Just because
you can doesn't mean you should. e

The industry's most powerful
broadcast facility remote control
system is now shipping. Here's how to
win one for your station.
Imagine an IP-based broadcast facility
remote control system with built-in Web
browser access, hardware designed for
the realities of broadcast, and software
that adds SNMP and network device
management to broadcast facility control.
We want you to be among the first to
take advantage of the Burk ARC Plus. Visit
www.burk.com/ExperienceThePlus to
find out how to win one for your station.

/
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Alaska
Continued from page

formed an IBOC install at astation in Fort
Yukon; the temperature was 38 degrees
below zero.
"When he unrolled the power cable to
hook up the transmitter, the first six inches of insulation cracked off, it was so
cold," said Chuck Lakaytis, director of
engineering for APBI. Lakaytis conducted the technical work to put one of the
first rural public stations on the air,
KANZ(FM) in western Kansas; he came
to Alaska in 1984.
Some Alaskan pubcasters don't have a
power supply utility available; those stations run generators 24/7.
In much of the rural areas of the state,
a public station is the sole radio service
for the community. Public stations are
leading the IBOC rollout in Alaska; Clear
Channel, the only other radio group converting facilities in the state according to
Ibiquity Digital's Web site, has transitioned two in Anchorage.

The Douglas DC-6 with the troublesome clearance spec.
Geesin, who's lived in Alaska since
1960, when the Air Force transferred his
father there.
To pay for its IBOC gear, APBI has
cobbled together funds from three grants:
$2.1 million from the Corporation for
Public Broadcasting, about $ 1million

Coastal conversions first
Alaska Public Broadcasting has
embarked on an ambitious IBOC conversion of its radio stations, upgrading the
analog transmission hardware of its stations as well as installing the HD Radio
gear. This is the first analog upgrade for
many of these facilities in quite awhile,
according to those involved.

A
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Ford
Continued from page 3
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equipment for all 26
stations has been
purchased and the

Transformer removed for shipping.

majority of it is now

casting Commission, the Alaska Rural
Communications Service Council and
the Alaska Satellite Interconnection
Project Management Group.
APBI has completed seven conversions — all FMs — and the majority of
the rest are underway, said David Geesin,
deputy director of APBI. He hopes to
have all of the conversions completed by
this time next year.
"Before we're done, we will have
spent close to $3.5 million for the conversion of all 26 stations, from their old analog transmitters, to their new transmitters
that do both analog and digital," said

in Alaska.

APBI, headquartered in Anchorage,
provides technical and administrative
support to 26 radio and four TV public
stations in the state. APBI is a partnership between the Alaska Public Radio
Network and the Alaska One public television cooperative. It is operated as a
service bureau to provide staff support
services to the Alaska Public Broad-

verters that can power equipment for three
to four hours.
Weather in Washington played arole in
the radio network's coverage of the funeral, Densmore said.
"At the National Cathedral funeral, we
were not allowed to broadcast from inside,
so we set up the day before in pouring rain
and kept gear dry under portable shelters.
The next day, we had to cover the event in
ablustery windstorm that blew many of
the shelters away," Densmore said.
ABC Radio News correspondents carry
MiniDisc recorders, shotgun mics, cell
phones and laptops that contain wireless
cards, which the personnel use to edit
audio and file compressed audio over a
VPN (virtual private network). Densmore
said that ABC Radio News is migrating to
flash drive recorders by late 2007.
The major television networks took
turns providing pool coverage of events
with CNN acting as overall pool coordinator, Densmore said. "We use the raw program feeds, or clean pool, and add our
own commentary:' he said.
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from the Rasmuson Foundation, aprivate
entity founded to help improve the quality of life in Alaska and the remainder
from the Denali Commission, a federalstate partnership designed to provide utilities, infrastructure and economic support
to rural Alaska.
All of the digital equipment for the 26
stations has been purchased and the
majority of it is now in Alaska, said
Geesin. Harris supplied the gear, standardizing on its own transmitters,
Moseley STLs, Shively FM antennas and
Orban processors. [ See equipment list,
page 61
Standardization by product category
will help the next generation of engineers
in the APBI system maintain the gear
efficiently, said Geesin and Lakaytis.
Transporting the equipment from
Quincy, Ill., to each public station in
Alaska has been challenging. Many of the
stations in the APBI system are in remote,
rural areas with no retail areas nearby.
For each install, every component,
piece of equipment or tool needs to be
shipped to the site.
"You're not buying heat-shrink tubing
or crimp lugs in these places," said Hal
Kneller, senior manager of marketing
See ALASKA. page 6

National Public Radio offered live
broadcasts and online feeds of the state
funeral with Scott Simon hosting the
majority of coverage from Washington.
Rich Rarey, master control engineering
supervisor for NPR and a Radio World
contributor, said the network moved fast
to ensure remote capabilities and add
redundancy. And since POTS, ISDN and
DSL require adequate lead-time to
install, Rarey said, NPR reporters mostly
used satellite phones and cell phones
from the field, and even pay phones when
available.
NPR
"Sat phones need aclear view of the
sky and cell phones need bandwidth to
work. Both can be challenging to use in a
crush of journalists. You always try to
have aplan B," Rarey said.
NPR typically outfits its reporters with
Maranta PMD660 portable digital compact flash recorders and ElectroVoice
RE50 handheld interview mics for recording. Rarey said some reporters also carry
Audio-Technica AT835B shotgun mics
and AT822 stereo mics. Rycote Softie
Mounts with pistol grip handles and windshields complete the NPR field reporter's
travel mic package..
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Alaska
Continued from page 5

communications and public radio initiatives for Harris Broadcast. "You have to
think about every thing you need for the
install and come in self-sufficient. If
you're missing aconnector or an elbow or
something, it isn't like you can get it
shipped overnight. It takes longer to get
things there."
Sometimes the equipment is shipped
ahead of the installers, rather than at the
same time and on the same flight. That's
because the locations of many of the rural
sites dictate how fast items can be shipped.
For example, for abatch of 14 pallets
of equipment, Harris shipped the gear to
Kent, Wash., south of Seattle, by plane.

The pallets came to Alaska by truck, barge
or prop planes. The pallets that were
barged to Anchorage were then handed off
to airfreight carriers.
In one of the more challenging shipping
experiences, apallet containing aDX 10
digital transmitter had to be disassembled
at the airport, said Lakaytis. Span Alaska,
the in-state forwarding company hired by
APBI to ship the unit to the small town of
McGrath, had redesigned its plane since
the shipping plans were made.
In the redesign, Span Alaska raised the
floor of the cargo plane by one inch. That
change meant the transmitter wouldn't fit
upright in the plane; it had to ship on its
side.
Lakaytis and contract engineer Bill
Prendergast had to remove some parts,
including the transformer, so they wouldn't
rip loose during transit. That took about a

day and ahalf, Lakaytis said.
APBI sent four engineers to Harris for
IBOC install training: Lakaytis, Matt
Holmes, Julianne McGuiness and Michael
Vaughn.
US been awhile'
Lakaytis is based at APBI headquarters
in Anchorage while McGuiness and
Holmes are assigned to the southeast stations. Vaughn is chief engineer for
KTNA(FM), Talkeetna.
They started installs in agroup of five
stations in the southeast part of the state
where the weather is warmer and transportation is easier. The FM station group,
called Coast Alaska, consists of KTOO,
Juneau; KRBD, Ketchikan; KCAW, Sitka;
KSTK, Wrangell and KFSK, Petersburg.
The other two stations that have transitioned to HD Radio are FMs KHNS in

Alaska Public
Broadcasting
Equipment List
As of Jan. 17. All items supplied
by Harris.
Harris FM/HD Transmitters:
Models ZX500 (2), ZX1000 (2),
ZX2000 ( 1), MIHDS (2), Z4HD (2),
Z6RD ( 1), Z8HD (2), AM/HD DAX
1R ( 1), DAX 5 ( 1), DX 10 (6)
Harris Exciters: FM FlexStar HDx
(12), AM DexStar (8)
Orban Optimod-FM 8500
Processor ( 12)
Omnia Ornnia-5EX HD+AM
Processor (9)
Shively Model 6813 FM Antenna ( 12)
Bird BPME Wattmeter (6)
DaySequerra M2.0 HD Radio
Modulation Monitor (21)
Moseley StarlinIc SL9003Q 950 MHz
STL ( 14)
Kintronic Labs Antenna Tuning
Units (4)
Haines and KTNA in Talkeetna.
Using engineers from APBI staff and
the southeast group, each of the five stations had three engineers working on its
install, plus employees from Nolan
Brothers Tower, which is experienced in
high steel work in Alaska, said Geesin.
Each station has had much preparation
work for the IBOC install. "For alot of the
stations, it's been awhile since anyone had
been able to spend significant amounts of
money on refreshing their transmission
system. Inevitably, with every one of these
sites we've had to do some work, either in
preparation or at the same time we're
doing the install, to make it worth the time
and money to do the HD," said Geesin.
Typical prep work would be correcting
electrical and AC power issues at transmitter sites to make sure the new transmitters will have ahigh survivability rate.
Installs are taking anywhere from three
days to as long as two weeks.

Its agreat console at agreat price."
"Our experience with the three Logitek Consoles that we used for
our broadcasts of the Olympics in Sydney, Salt Lake City, Athens
and Torino built our confidence to purchase the new Mosaic for
our NY Network sports studio. They are reliable, easy to set up
and easy to reconfigure on the fly.
"The sports studio is the hub of all activity for our NCAA College
basketball, NFL Football, NHL Hockey and all other sports
broadcasts. It not only handles program audio, but also many
IFB and

intercom

paths. We also have flexibility in our

headphone monitoring that we never had before. Logitek's
router

based

console

has

made

changes easy with short notice.

•
Logitek
III

frequent

configuration

No more moving wires

Console Router Systems

around. All of the routing changes are done by easy changes in
the configuration software. Scene changes are fast and easy."
(WESTWOOD ONE)

Conrad Trautmann
SVP, Operations and Engineering
Westwood One • New York City

Logitek Electronic Systems, Inc.
5622 Edgemoor • Houston, TX 77081
1.800.231.5870
713.664.4470
info@logitekaudio.com www.logitekaudio.com
0 2006 Logitek Electronic Systems, Inc.

Fuel issues
APBI has about 17 engineers at the stations; half of those work for three joint
radio-TV licensees: KSKA(FM/TV), Anchorage, KUAC(FM/TV), Fairbanks and
KTOO(FM/TV) Juneau. The rest of the stations share the remaining eight or nine
engineering positions, according to Geesin.
When astation goes off the air, APBI
sends Lakaytis and frequently a station
engineer to help the station get back on
the air.
Three of the public rural stations are
too far away from acommunity to be on
the power system; those facilities burn
diesel-fueled generators. At arecent price
of $4.79 per gallon in McGrath, for example, Lakaytis said some of the rural stations need to budget $60,000 ayear for
generator fuel.
While some stations in the lower 48
find they have less coverage with FM HDR than they do with their analog footprint,
Alaska pubcasters are having the opposite
experience, especially in the mountainous
See ALASKA, page 8
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nternet remotes...
there's been talk.

Radio Free Asia—Live
from the Himalayas

e) Live from 37,000 Feet—

JAMN 94.5— Walk for
Hunger

No kidding—Live Broadcast
from a Lufthansa flight!

"The results [w:th ACCESS] were especially
reliable considering that Dharamsala has one
of most " problematic" Internet infrastructures
that

WE

have come across." — David Baden,

Chief Technology Officer Radio Free Asia
For the .-zompiele story visit
http://reenotebrDadcasts.blogspotcom

In Ski Mountain Remote

... successfully aired his three hour talk show

"ACCESS was used on the air exclusively for

from a commercial airplane [using ACCESS] at

JAMN945 at this one. It was all over EVDO with

37,000 feet on a regularly scheduled flight be-

a tremendous amount of active cell phones in

tween Frankfurt, Germany and New York, US.

the area. The ACCESS was connected to the
Verizon wireless Broadband...

Peter Greenberg—Most of the syndicated radio

For the complete story visit

program Travel Today

http://remotebroadcasts.blogspot.com

This picture, really demonstrates what ACCESS
is about This product truly has the ability to cut
the wires.
For the :ompleie story visit
http://rernotebroadcasts.blogspot.com
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NEWS

•
NRSC Tackles AM
Bandwidth Issues
WASHINGTON Why is radio still
transmitting an AM signal with a 10 kHz
bandwidth if receivers aren't decoding past
5kHz? That's one of several questions the
AM Subcommittee of the National Radio
Systems Committee hoped to have
answered by recent receiver tests.
The subcommittee had some 30 receivers tested to determine optimum audio
transmission bandwidth, to see if the NRSC
standards for AM need to be modified.
We've reported that some broadcasters,
including Clear Channel, reduced their
transmission bandwidth to 5or 6kHz in an
effort to reduce interference in the band.
Testing was conducted with avariety of
interferors, to simulate real-world firstadjacent channel interference, for example.
NPR Labs John Kean and Dr. Ellen
Sheffield, now working part-time for NPR
Labs in addition to her university employment, headed the project. They conducted
astudy to see if consumers noticed or had
apreference from the current 10 kHz to 7
kHz or to 5kHz.
The results were dependent on program
content, said Jeff Littlejohn, co-chair of the
AM group and executive vice president,
Distribution and Development for Clear
Channel Radio. In general, people were
more annoyed by interference than by
bandwidth reduction and in some cases, listeners couldn't tell the difference, he said.
The full report was due to be available
at www.nrscstandards.org.

RCS and Prophet
Systems to Merge
SAN ANTONIO, Texas Clear
Channel will merge RCS and Prophet
Systems, both of which it owns.

NEWSWATCH•
RCS President/CEO Philippe Generali
will lead the combined company while
Chip Jellison, former co-president of
Prophet Systems, will head Technology
and Development.
Clear Channel acquired RCS about a
year ago and has owned Prophet since
1998. A spokesman said the two combined could provide a greater scope of
products and services.
Offerings from the two companies
include Selector music scheduling,
NexGen radio automation and Media
Monitors research services.
Combined, the two form one of the
largest broadcasting software companies
in the world, with 5,000 U.S. users and
more than 4,000 international customers,
according to the merger announcement
from Clear Channel.
The merged entity will retain the name
RCS and be headquartered in White
Plains, N.Y., where RCS recently moved
to new offices; it also will maintain operations in Ogallala, Neb.
Radio World reported last winter that
RCS had 450 employees in 23 offices.
The company would not detail specifics
about employee changes in January.

Surround Sound
Report Is Issued
WASHINGTON An "educational
report" on surround sound was complete
and details were to be released by the
NRSC by the end of January.
RW reported earlier the tussles over
whether or not to compare the Dolby,
SRS, Neural and Fraunhofer systems.
In order to keep the Surround Sound
Task Group going and generate results
from its efforts, participants ultimately
decided not hold a shootout to pick a
best system compatible with analog or
HD Radio, especially at lower bit rates.
Factors including lack of a standard for

Your Single Source for
Broadcast Solutions

multipath derailed the activity,
sources told Radio World. How various
surround systems could react in a
reduced bit- rate environment is discussed in the report, but some participants said the group could have learned
more in this area.
Overall, some participants felt more
could have been accomplished; others say
the compromise document will be useful.
The document describes the basics of
each surround system and how it might be
implemented in afacility, from the simple
to the complex. It also discusses crosscompatibility, or what might happen if a
station encodes asignal using one brand
of surround sound but someone's receiver
is set to decode another system, said Steve
Fluker, co-chair of the task group and
director of engineering for Cox Radio.

CEA to Move
ARLINGTON, Va. The Consumer
Electronics Association is moving to
Crystal City, Va. later this year.
The 2,100-member trade association is
now headquartered in Arlington in leased
space. It wants to own its building and needs
more meeting space, according to staffers.
Office space was freed up recently in
Crystal City when some federal government
agencies moved. New spokesman Jason
Oxman said the new digs on South Eads
Street are being renovated and the company
hopes to move by the end of March.

Alaska
Continued from page 6
areas off the coast.
"So many of the stations on the coast
have never broadcast in stereo because of
the multipath problems," said Lakaytis.
HD- R has improved the signal of those
stations to the point where they can broadcast in stereo because of the installation of
new, properly designed antennas.
Indeed, APBI stations are going digital
for the opportunity to give asecond program service to their communities.
KTOO(FM) in Juneau is multicasting
NPR's eclectic "Groove Salad" format.
Asked about receiver availability,
Ge,esin said APBI took advantage of the

NAB: Tough Times
Justify Easing Rules
WASHINGTON NAB says the FCC
should continue to relax radio ownership
rules in light of competitive conditions.
In reply comments to the FCC, NAB
cited competitive pressures for radio.
Lehman Bros. predicts 2007 will be
radio's "worst" year since 2001; Bridge
Ratings predictions for 2007, NAB continued, include "acontinued decline in
radio listening among the young" and
projections that Internet radio listening
will grow to reach more than 72 million
unique listeners.
The record, states NAB, shows that
jointly owned stations tend to experiment
with innovative formats and adopt digital
radio technology more quickly, and that
both are good for programming diversity.
"In the radio context there is overwhelming record evidence that existing combinations affirmatively serve the public interest," the association states.
"It is equally clear that relaxation of the
local radio ownership rule will allow free
radio to remain competitive and vibrant,
and to continue to serve diverse audiences
and local communities, in the sea of
options available to today's consumers. By
contrast, the record contains absolutely no
verifiable evidence (as distinguished from
unsupported assertions) of harm flowing
from common ownership of radio stations."
latest NPR receiver discount to buy two
radios for each of its stations. HD- R
receivers are sold in major consumer electronics chains like Circuit City and Best
Buy in big cities; rural dwellers have to
shop online, much as they do for many
other purchases.
(Lakaytis said he asked some employees new to the state recently their impression of Alaska. At parties, one noticed,
Alaskans swap catalogs.)
And lest they give the impression that
IBOC installs are all work in Alaska,
Geesin and Lakaytis relayed the tale of
missing rubber sleeves. The necessary
items were not shipped to the site for one
facility so the engineering tem improvised.
They convinced ashop to sell them one leg
of awetsuit. McGuinness cut the patterns
and voilà, rubber sleeves for the install.

ERI is your single source for
the broadcast industry s
best antennas, filter and
combining systems,
transmission line and RF
components. and Towers
and structural products.
Our professional team of
engineers, designers,
fabricators, and installers
take pride in contributing
to your success
Visit us in

Booth 729 at NRB
2007 and Booth 519
at NATE 2007

ELECTRONICS RESEARCH, INC.
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The new transmitter for KBBI(AM), Homer, Alaska, is loaded
into the building — with two inches of clearance
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Shocking Uses for ' Audio' Wire
Radio World, February 14, 2007

by John Bisset
Joe Stack with Modulation Sciences
(www.modulationsciences.com) is an
occasional contributor to Workbench. In
discussing poorly engineering sites, Joe
says he has run across two scary uses for
Belden 8451 audio cable. Both should
make Belden's Steve Lampen cringe but
won't surprise him.
Once Joe discovered the common
audio cable being used to light up small,
socketed 4 watt 115 VAC "night lights"
above an audio patch bay. The installation was unique in that the lights were
turned on and off via alever switch that
was depressed by the patch bay frontpanel door opening and closing. After its
discovery, this set up was replaced with
low-voltage lamps.
Also, sometime in the mid- 1980s,
Joe's boss discovered acontrol line from
aGates BC- 1T transmitter that was wired
directly to a tie block with 8451. A
punch-down tool was raked across these
tie block terminals (while punching down
an adjacent circuit) and the sparks flew.
The wiring melted inside the conduit
all the way back to the BC- 1T. Joe and
his boss pulled new wiring and installed a
24 volt relay interface inside the transmitter, so that only 24 volts appeared on
the tie block. No one was hurt and no
other equipment was damaged.
Joe's nugget of advice is it's always a
good thing to beware of the " sleeping
MARKET

serpent," electricity. This is especially
true for older installations. Keep in mind
that not everyone may use aconnector or
wire type as it was intended.

Tim writes that it's hard to believe he's
worked without one for so long. He uses
the camera for visually reaching into
areas that cannot be seen, as well as documenting sites. How about viewing the
rear of tube sockets, or just spotting
details that the naked eye cannot see in a
dark transmitter cabinet?
Price is certainly no longer a factor,
and you can always wait for the next
post-holiday sale. Added bonus: You can
use your camera to contribute Workbench
tips. RW Editor Paul McLane has alist of
handy tips to help you avoid common

* * *
So did you get adigital camera for Valentine's Day? Tim Guentz, aregional engineer with NRG Media, won't leave home
without his. We dubbed the digital camera
perhaps the most useful tool for today's
broadcast engineer, eclipsing the Simpson
260 VOM of aquarter century ago.

photography problems when shooting
such images. Drop me a note if you'd
like acopy.
Tim Guentz can be reached at
tguentz@waittradio.com.
***
Speaking of making an engineer's life
easier, Hank Landsberg's Henry Engineering always seems to come up with a
new trick for the trades. It's said that
Henry builds for today's engineer what
old-timers used to build themselves. The
difference is that back then, we handled
one, maybe two (and AM and FM) stations. Today's engineer can certainly
build customized boxes, but who has the
time? The company has filled a niche
with a variety of useful products, which
can be seen at www.hemyeng.com.

inside the conduit
all the way back to
the BC- 1T.

Fig. 1: Surges can cause catastrophic failures.

PLACE

Grace Broadcast Has Vignettes
For Black History Month
Grace Broadcast Sales is featuring radio vignettes
in honor of Black History Month.
The 28 cuts are formatted :40/:20 with room at the
end for a station or sponsor message. Stations can
schedtile anew feature each day during February, or
run them at will.
The company says broadcasters in college towns
may find a student organization working on Black
History Month events, willing to sponsor the series
on their stations. Also "job and recruitment firms,
performing arts organizations and other non-traditional advertisers might very well jump at the chance
to be associated with something like this," said Rod
Schwartz of GBS.
"I don't believe an audience has to be black to
enjoy, and benefit from, learning about the individuals we've chosen to profile, or to appreciate their role
in our nation's history."
Sample features are at www.gracebroadcast.com/
prodBHM.htm. Stations can download them without
charge to present to prospective sponsors before
committing to the series.
For information call the company at ( 888)
472-2388 in Washington state or visit www.grace
broadcast.com.

Past columns are archived at radioworld.com
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Henry Engineering also distributes an
effective surge suppressor or TVSS (transient voltage surge suppressor). The series
was developed by Sine Control International for military installations in the
early 1980s. Henry is the exclusive marketing agent for PowerClamp TVSS units.
These devices will help broadcasters
solve AC spike and surge problems, and
avoid the kind of damage seen in Fig. I.
What makes these TVSS units different? Many such suppressors rely solely
on metal oxide varistors to clamp voltages. The problem is that the MOV
threshold must be well above the nominal
AC voltage to prevent MOV overheating.
This margin can be 200 percent of the
line voltage, which means that on a 120V
line, asurge of 350 volts could pass before
any attenuation occurs from the MOV.
Henry's PowerClamp is ahybrid device
that couples arise-time sensitive circuit to
the MOVs. The result is a2volt clamping
level above the normal AC line voltage.
PowerClamp's attenuation circuitry
responds to both voltage level and waveform rise-time. Hank's got a theory of
operation paper, some case histories and
adata sheet on the PowerClamp Series 8
at his Web site.
As Imention at transmitter workshops
and BE/Workbench SBE programs, check
with your station's insurance carrier
See TVSS, page 12
cables & connectors
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Wireless Broadband
Internet Remotes
Now Shipping

0
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*Verizon, Cingular and Sprint now offer broadband IP cell phones you can
plug into aTieline codec and deliver reliable, broadcast quality remotes
from wherever you're standing

g

The first time out with the Tieline was
a brilliantly simple experience for
everyone involved. For lack of a
better phrase, the codec just worked.
-Christian yang Chief Engineer
Clear Channel St. Louis

Read the full story and get
a FREE IP demo www.tieline.com/ip

800-750-7950

TïeIïne
www.tieline.com

*Verizon, Cingular and Sprint ee trademarks
of their respectit ,e corporations
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TIPS
Starguide III satellite receiver setup on
my default news source and the other
available for other broadcast channels.
And with switching software available
default version of software in both of my
compliments of Premiere Radio
Zephyr Xtreams was version 2.7 and this
Networks, Inow have the ability of
would only work in J- Stereo. Ineeded
scheduling channel changes for each
two discrete channels.
upcoming program remotely to my transRolf Taylor at Telos told me there was
mitter site using my other Ethernet port
anew version of software for the Xtream
on my Moseley Ti link and an Ethernetthat has much more flexibility; Idownto- Serial port device to control my
loaded and installed version 3.01 onto
Starguide III receivers.
both units and could see that both L3 By coming up with this system, I
Stereo and AAC were options and just
saved monthly line charges and saved
about any data rate Icould think of.
having downtime while my system would
Iinitially tried 192 kpbs through the
have been out of commission being
Moseley, but the Xtreams took some hits,
reconfigured. Ialso saved alot of money
on hardware.
Radio World welcomes your tech tips.
Write to radioworld@imaspub.com.

Utilizing Every Last Bit
How IGot a Couple of Extra
Audio Channels Out of My STL
by Brian Clark

equipment Ialready had on hand.
Ibegan to look at my options.

The author is director of engineering
at KLAA(AM), 830 kHz in Orange, Calif.
The station that Iwork for is unique in
many respects. My studio facility is 90
miles due west from the transmitter site;
also the transmitter building is 25 feet off
of the ground, on aplatform resembling
an oil derrick's.
My station is currently Spanish but is
transitioning to English. With this change
comes the need to receive several different sources via satellite.
Ordinarily this would be asimple matter of aiming a dish and racking up a
series of satellite receivers and programming them to the appropriate channels;
but not in my case. The 830 AM studios
are in alarge shopping mall complex; the
landlord will not allow a dish to be
installed. So this where my story begins.
Expanding TI
have asatellite dish at my transmitter
site; it would be aperfect secondary location to place the receivers, since Icannot
have them at my studio location. But how
do Iget the receiver audio back to my
studio location?
Conventional microwave STL is out of
the question; there are many mountaintops in my path, and distance is afactor. I
have to find acost-effective way to get
my satellite receiver audio back to my
studio.
I'm using a Moseley 'T1 STL link to
tie the locations together; this system is
wonderful. Icould have ordered additional audio modules from the factory and
get two more audio channels back to my
studios but to save the reconfiguration
time Ithought it would be slicker to use

Saving time and money
Through my Moseley TIlink Ihave
two Ethernet ports that weren't being
used. Ithought about using two Telos
Systems Zephyr Xstreams as codecs at
each end, utilizing the Ethernet connec-

TVSS
Continued from page 10

The transmitter site of KLANAM).

about their policy on TVSS devices.
Some insurance companies, recognizing
the reduction of loss claims, will pay for
all or part of the cost of these devices.
At the least, when these are installed,
your premium should be reduced — just
as when adding a theft deterrent to your
car will reduce car insurance premiums.
Obtaining afree TVSS device, protecting
the station equipment investment or lowering premium rates are steps that should
get you noticed by your management.
***

tions on the back of two Zephyrs. Iwas
fortunate to have two Xtreams lying
around for testing.
Ibegan the configuration stage on both
units. First Ineeded to set up IPs for both
units and adefault gateway. Once completed Itied the units together using a
crossover cable and tried to dial my secondary unit with my first and the units
locked to each other.
Icould see audio streaming between
the two units. The only issue was that the

so 1throttled things down to 128 kbps
and things were rock solid. Ihad been
running things in this configuration for
several days before my IT Director
Sascha Schleumer pulled the crossover
cable while in operation, tying both ends
together as a test and then reconnected
the link. The connection re-established
itself on its own without the need of a
redial. This system is stable.
With the newly acquired channels
back to my studio, Inow can have one

A20 FM/RBDS Monitoring Decoder
Measure and listen to an entire market from anywhere!

Now Supports

RT+

and

TMC

•Remote access and control via TCP/IP and serial ports
•Sample, scan and skim up to 8 stations remotely
•Stream high quality MP3 received audio back to you on-demand
•Report alarms via Email or SNMP
°For each station you can measure, log and alarm for MPX Mod,
RF level, and all RBDS info
•Remote listening capability useful for group Programming and Sales
•

viaRacho
Radio Data Systems

ViaRadio Corporation tel (321) 242-0001
760 North Drive, Suite B, Melbourne, FL 32934
Specializing in ftDS/RBDS solutions www.viaradio.com

Fig. 2: Use winter months to
schedule tree or landscape help.
Keep your towers clear.
Winter months are agood time to line
up landscape or tree removal assistance.
Spring is right around the corner. Don't
get caught like the station pictured in
Fig. 2.
Keep tower field growth under control.
John Bisset has worked as a chief
engineer and contract engineer for 37
years. He is the northeast regional sales
manager for Broadcast Electronics.
Reach him at (571) 217-9386 or jbisset@bdcast.com. Faxed submissions can
be sent to (603) 472-4944. Submissions
for this column are encouraged, and
qualify for SBE recertification credit. •
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We call it ProFiler. Our clients call it indispensable.
What would you do with acomputer-based audio logger? Telos ProFiler's MP3 audio logging features alone
(expandable to capture up to 8streams on one PC) are enough to satisfy most folks, but ProFiler is loaded with
other tools... like askimmer that switches to ahigher bit-rate when the mic is open, export functions that help
you assemble great-sounding airchecks and composites quickly, and remote access via IP.
But - as you can see - our clients tell us that ProFiler helps them do even more. How much more? Browse www.
telos-systems.com/ProFiler/ to discover how ProFiler can work for you.
Telos ProFiler. How will you use it?
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Religious Broadcasters Head to Orlando
Communicators Debate Political Role,
Emulation of Secular Stations' Strategies
by Ken R.
The roots of Christianity go back two
millennia. Religious broadcasters will
make their annual pilgrimage this month to
discuss ways to keep their message fresh
and relevant for today's audience.
More than 6,000 people attended last
year's National Religious Broadcasters
convention, an 18 percent growth over
2005. This year almost 6,500 are expected
to meet at Orlando's Orange County
Convention Center, according to David
Keith, NRB vice president of conventions.
More than 300 exhibitors will be there.
"Our theme is 'Christian communicators impacting the world,' he said.
Arbitron Format Trends data show a

out of those traditional categories.
"Christian radio may want to investigate
creative new ways to present awider variety of content," said Craig L. Parshall, NRB
senior vice president and general counsel.
New directions
"Some stations are primarily music;
others are weighted with news, commentary and talk. Still others are primarily
teaching. But with the rapidly evolving
expectations from information and entertainment consumers for greater variation
and integration of information in shorter
bites, we may have to look at anew design
for packaging our programming."
Parshall's wife Janet is anationally syndicated talk host who discusses Christian

Separation of Church and State. NRB
describes Lynn as aleader of the American
religious left.
"My great concern is that it is not as
diverse as it ought to be. Most religious
programming comes overwhelmingly from
the very conservative end of the spectrum.
The extraordinary political influence of
men like Dr. James Dobson [of 'Focus on
the Family'] is an example."
Lynn believes that America is adiverse
nation and programming should reflect
that quality. "We need voices from the center and the left to balance out the current
rather one-sided nature of the industry," he
said. "These issues are too important to be
handled by one narrow part of the religious
community. The American public deserves
better. Let athousand flowers bloom."
Dr. Michael Youssef will speak at
Saturday's opening session. He is founding
pastor of The Church of the Apostles in

Daniel Anstandig

Barry Lynn

Michael Youssef

slow but steady growth for combined religious formats. In fall, 1998 they had a2.1
average quarter-hour share ( AQH). By
summer, 2006 it had grown to 3.0. Of the
50 radio formats Arbitron lists, five are
devoted to religion. On satellite, Sirius and
XM have several religious channels.
At least one NRB leader wants to break

topics as well as cultural, political and
lifestyle issues.
Public policy and program diversity
are frequent topics among religious
broadcasters.
"Religious radio is doing extremely
well in America," said Barry Lynn, executive director of Americans United for

Atlanta and host of radio/TV program
"Leading the Way," which is broadcast in
North America, the United Kingdom and
other countries. He is pleased that religious
broadcasters, in his view, have maintained
some of their mission to teach, in addition
to just playing Christian music. Asked if
the recent congressional election will affect
religious broadcasters, he answered, "It
should not affect them at all. Christian
broadcasting is focused on Christ and not
political affiliation."
Youssef is interested in the Internet for
expanding his message and predicts that in
10 years the Web will surpass the influence
of radio and TV. He is also exploring HD
Radio because of its ability to broadcast
multiple languages on multiple channels.
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Talk with a consultant
Daniel Anstandig, vice president/consultant for McVay Media, works with several religious broadcasters.
"Passion for contemporary Christian
music has steadily grown in recent years,"
he said. "In 2006 while album-length CD
sales were down for most genres, Nielsen
Soundscan reported that Christian/gospel
increased its sales by 6.75 percent in
albums alone. Digital sales continue to rise
and the successful crossover of Christian
artists to mainstream formats serves as a
helpful on-ramp to the format for general
market listeners."
While album sales are strong, Anstandig
advises his clients to update their media
and their message.
"Internet and new media have become
increasingly important in any successful
radio station's distribution model," he said.
"It is essential for Christian media to
develop online audio, video-on-demand

How to Go
What:
NRB2007
Convention
& Exposition
When:
Feb. 16-20
Where:
Rosen Centre
Hotel and Orange County Convention
Center, Orlando
Who: Christian communicators
including program producers,
authors, pastors, engineers, directors
and vendors.
How: www.nrbconvention.org
How much: NRB Member $625;
Nonmember $750. Discount rates
apply for spouses, international and
expo-only.
and customizable online entertainment to
remain competitive."
What is the greatest challenge religious
broadcasters face?
"They have to balance programming
between extremely loyal listeners and
'passerby listeners," he said. "Some stations in small and medium markets have
sacrificed their very loyal audiences by
playing the 'high-cume-churn' P3 and P4
game that has found success in larger markets. They must avoid that one-size-fits-all
thinking."
Anstandig also warns his religious
clients to avoid the clichés that secular stations use.
"There has been arecent movement to
position Christian radio with ' more music'
and 'better variety' positioning," he said.
"These statements are even more campy
and useless on Christian radio. That is not
why people listen to Christian radio.
People are drawn to the message in the
music. The most successful contemporary
Christian stations, both talk and music-oriented, are the ones that engage the audience in an authentic way. Those relationships will always win over impersonal
slogans."
On with the show
A glance at the session schedule indicates that NRB members are concerned
with some of the same issues as their secular counterparts: building amore effective
Internet presence, HD Radio, the increasing influence of the Hispanic audience and
improving programming.
But many of the topics to be covered
pertain to the unique aspects of religious
stations. These include " Is Sharathon
Enough?," " Beyond the Ecclesiastical
Box: Reshaping Your Media Ministry to
Reach aPostmodern Culture" and "A New
Generation of Worship Facilities."
Attendees also will hear musical performances by Julissa, Keith & Kristyn Getty
and Ernie Hass and Signature Sound.
They'll see a pre-release screening of
"Amazing Grace," amotion picture about
the life of antislavery pioneer William
Wilberforce. Christian comedians Nick
Arnette, Joe Recca and Carlos Oscar will
entertain.
A guide to sessions and exhibits is at
www.nrbconvention.org.
Ken R. is aformer broadcaster and current college student andfreelance writer
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In Search of the Truth About Fessenden
The Question of Whether the Inventor Really
HD RADIO 'STATE OF THE MOIL' Pep 28

Made the First Broadcast Is Far From Settled

The Wheats
World

by Donna L. Helper
Icommend James O'Neal for his
thorough research. Thanks to him and
other authors who have commemorated
the 100th anniversary of Reginald
Fessenden's now-famous (and possibly
mythic) 1906 broadcast, a largely forgotten radio pioneer has received some
much-deserved attention.
But the question of whether
Fessenden really did make the first
broadcast ever on Christmas Eve 1906 is
far from settled. Yes, there are the true
believers, who insist that whatever was
said in Helen Fessenden's 1940 biography of her husband must not be questioned. And there are afew skeptics who
wonder, as O'Neal does, why such a
momentous event received so little coverage at the time it occurred — or even
years later.
Competing for attention
Chris Sterling and 1wondered that
too.
While O'Neal was doing his research,
Chris and Iwere undertaking a similar
project, writing an article for the
Antique Wireless Association Review.
In quite afew cases, we found the same
information (or lack of it) as O'Neal, but
we also found a few things that may
shed abit more light on asituation that
may never entirely be resolved.
O'Neal states that he " researched

Rock to cover what Fessenden
was doing.
And to make matters worse for
Fessenden, several days before
Christmas, there was a heavy
snowstorm, providing Boston
reporters with another reason to
avoid making along trip.
Reporters knew how to find
their way to Brant Rock and
Marshfield; they tended to show
up in the summer to cover
wealthy people vacationing
there. They also covered hot air
balloon races that took place in
summer. And it wasn't that the
press had anything against
inventors; periodically, articles
described interesting experiments and the men ( usually
men) doing them. In fact,
Fessenden received a favorable profile of his long-distance transmissions in the
Boston Globe on June 26,
1910. But while many of his
achievements were listed, nowhere did
the article mention a Christmas Eve
1906 broadcast.

Timeline
We may never know why neither the
newspapers nor the British and
American engineering journals of that
time included any story about a broadcast on Christmas Eve. Fessenden often

it worthy of coverage doesn't necessarily
mean it didn't occur.

Boston and New York newspapers published during and after the last week of
1906. They yielded nothing." But when
Iexamined numerous Boston newspapers, Ifound something more: several
possible reasons why neither the experimental broadcast of Dec. 21, 1906,
which we know did occur, nor the
Christmas Eve broadcast received any
play from Boston reporters.
In December 1906, Boston was in the
midst of a " telephone war," a contentious battle in which the monopoly
New England Telephone and Telegraph
Company was being challenged by the
upstart Metropolitan Home Telephone
Company. Metropolitan's executives
were demanding the right to do business
in Massachusetts, and newspapers were
filled with articles about it. Hearings
took place throughout the last two
weeks of December.
While Icannot read the minds of the
reporters, it seems evident that covering
the ongoing controversy in Boston was
much easier and more exciting than
making the long drive down to Brant
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wrote about his Dec. 21, 1906 broadcast
as well as his transmissions in
November, and he pointed out how
many times he had sent voice by wireless prior to 1906.
On the other hand, when O'Neal
asserts, "It appears the legendary date
stems from aletter written by Fessenden
[to S.M. Kintner] from his home in
Bermuda in 1932, about five months
before his death," he is only partially
correct.
In that letter Fessenden does indeed
tell former colleague Samuel M. Kintner
that the Christmas Eve broadcast
occurred and it might be considered a
"first."
But a letter of Sept. 8, 1936 that
Kintner, now a vice president at
Westinghouse, wrote to George H.
Clarke offers an interesting clue.
Kintner refers to previous correspondence between himself and Clarke. He
says that Fessenden's son has been pursuing the idea of compiling a written
record of his father's achievements, and
had asked Clarke and Kintner to help.
Reginald K. Fessenden was gathering
information for his mother Helen, who
was preparing to write abook; he asked
Kintner for recollections of Fessenden's
work. Kintner states in this letter that
he agrees that Fessenden's achievements are worthy of being remembered,
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but " at the time the work was done, I
must confess I ... didn't attach any such
importance to it."
Also noteworthy is that four
years before the FessendenKintner letters, at an April 1928
talk given at Harvard, Harry P.
Davis of Westinghouse credited
Fessenden with having been the
first to broadcast, on Christmas
Eve 1906. This is the earliest mention of the event that we were able
to find.
What is interesting about the
speech is that Davis tries to estabSee TRUTH, page 18
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Readers expressed strong interest in the story " Fessenden:
World's First Broadcaster?" by
James E. O'Neal, which appeared
in the Oct. 25, 2006 issue of
Radio World.
The two articles printed here are
in response to that story.
Comment on these or any article
by writing a letter to the editor at
radioworld@ imaspub.corn.

Goldsmith and the
Fessenden Legacy
by Ron Pesha

Radio Telephony details much early
apparatus.

James E. O'Neal's masterful primary
'Trough' transmitter
research and extensive account of
Reginald Fessenden spotlights the
For example, to amplitude- modulate
uncertainties that always seem to creep
the carrier, Fessenden developed several
into history. The article also makes us
high-current microphones or "transmitfar more aware of this radio pioneer and
ters" for series insertion between alterhis significant accomplishments under
nator and antenna. He published apaper
primitive conditions.
describing his "trough" transmitter in
O'Neal quotes a 1924 newspaper
the June 29, 1908, edition of the
clipping of a letter from David HarProceedings of the American Institute of
denbrook of Jamaica, N.Y. " HardenElectrical Engineers. Goldsmith quotes
brook says he found a book in the
from this paper on page 137 of Radio
public library by a Dr. Goldsmith,
Telephony:
'Radio Telephony,' that states that
"It consists of asoapstone annulus to
'broadcasting was performed as far as
which are clamped two plates with platJamaica ..."
inum iridium electrodes. Through ahole
The 1918 volume, published by The
in the center of one plate passes a rod,
Wireless Press, New York City, was
attached at one end to adiaphragm and
written by Alfred N: Goldsmith, Ph.D.,
at the other to aplatinum iridium spade.
Fellow of the Institute of Radio
The two outside electrodes are water
Engineers, Member of the American
jacketed.
Institute of Electrical Engineers and
"The transmitter requires no adjustProfessor at City College. Iown acopy
ing," the excerpt continues. "All that is
of the book.
necessary is to place a teaspoonful of
The actual quote, on page 126 in the
carbon granules in the central space. It is
chapter on alternators, refers to " Mr.
able to carry as much at 15 amperes
Fessenden's tests between Boston and
continuously without the articulation
New York (Jamaica), adistance of some
falling off appreciably. It has the advan150 miles ..." The word "broadcasting"
tage that it never packs. The reason for
is not used. "This was, however, not a this appears to be that when the carbon
matter of regular communication, but
on one side heats and expands, the elecrather of test work."
trode is pushed over against the carbon
Goldsmith reports similar Fessenden
on the other side, thus diverting a
transmissions on page 140: " In July,
greater portion of the total current to the
1907, speech was transmitted between
cooler side, which has thus been made
Brant Rock and Jamaica, Long Island, a of smaller resistance. It will be noted
distance of 180 miles ( 290 km.) over
that the two halves of the carbon, on the
land, and by day." The discrepancy
opposite sides of the spade diaphragm
between reported distances remains
are in parallel. These transmitters have
unexplained. Now an upscale coastal
handled amounts of energy up to onecommunity about 30 miles southeast of
half horse power ( 375 watts) and under
downtown Boston, Brant Rock is actualthese circumstances give remarkably
ly closer to Jamaica than the City of
clear and perfect articulation and may be
Boston.
See GOLDSMITH, page 18
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for Dec. 21?
Goldsmith, 1888-1974, acquired pristine and impressive credentials. In 1917
he became the director of research for the
Marconi Wireless Telegraph Co. of
America and, when it was absorbed by
the newly-formed RCA in 1919, he continued in the same post. Goldsmith scaled
the corporation ladder to vice-president
and general manager until 1931. He
remained aprivate consultant to RCA and
others for the rest of his life. And in this
book he makes no mention of aChristmas
Eve broadcast.

Goldsmith
Continued from page 16

left in circuit for hours at atime."
The photo from the book shows the
Fessenden heavy-current telephone relay,
apparently adevice analogous to avoice
coil, mechanically coupled to Fessenden's
carbon microphone. Again from the AIEE
Proceedings paper, "It is acombination of
the differential magnetic relay and the
trough transmitter. An amplification of 15
times can be obtained without loss of distinctness ... the successful amplification
depends on the use of strong forces and
upon keeping the moment of inertia of the
moving forces parts as small as possible."
This device under its glass dome cover
is visible in the picture in Radio World,
Oct. 25, 2006, page 20. It is beside the
seated Dr. Fessenden, in the photo captioned "Another view of the Brant Rock
radio room ..."
Goldsmith captions the photo at
"National Electric Signaling CompanyFessenden 2 K. W. radiophone transmitter." He explains that by using this heavy
current telephone relay, "speech was
transmitted over an ordinary wire line to
the radio station at Brant Rock, relayed
automatically to the radiophone, transmitted by radio to Plymouth, and at
Plymouth automatically relayed back to a
wire line." Was this the first telephone
patch?

Embellishment?
Another account of the Dec. 21, 1906
Brant Rock tests of speech and music
appears in The American Telephone
Journal, Jan. 26 and Feb. 2, 1907, available online at http://earlyradiohistory.us/
1907fes.htm. This pair of contemporary
articles also lacks mention of the purported Christmas Eve transmission.
O'Neal speculates about "unintentional"
embellishment of events by an elderly

A closeup of the heavy-current telephone relay, as depicted in Radio
Telephony by Alfred N. Goldsmith. Was it used in the first telephone patch?
Goldsmith continues, " In the right
foreground are seen the radio frequency
alternator and its driving motor and controlling rheostats. Directly back of these
is acompressed air tuning condenser. On
the table is shown anormal line telephone
set connected to the high current relay
which controls the outgoing energy. In
addition, at the reader's left, on the table
is placed aportion of the receiving set.
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N. Goldsmith, Ph.D., Fellow of the Institute
of Radio Engineers, Member of the American
Institute of Electrical Engineers and
Professor at City College.
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On December 11, 1906, ademonstration
of radio telephony was given from Brant
Rock to Plymouth, Massachusetts, adistance of 10 miles ( 16 km). Both speech
and music were transmitted."
Is this yet another date for tests of
broadcasting? Or is the Dec. 11 a typo
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Fessenden. This seems plausible, as do the
religious music and Biblical readings by a
man who was the son of a minister. How
many of us remember events from aquarter century earlier with absolute accuracy?
The author is afrequent contributor to
Radio World.

O'Neal's conclusion. For one thing, it's
impossible to prove anegative, especially acentury later. So we don't know if
the broadcast happened. Just because
Continued from page 16
nobody in the media thought it worthy
lish atimeline, starting with Fessenden as
of coverage doesn't necessarily mean it
the first broadcaster and leading up to
didn't occur.
KDKA as the first station (yet another
It wasn't until the mid- 1920s that
myth, but adurable one). Henceforth, we
Fessenden's loyal wife and son took on
will see the linkage of Fessenden's "first"
the task of being his publicists, a task
and KDKA's "first" fairly often, thanks in . made more difficult by the fact that even
large part to awire service reporter name
some who knew and respected him didRobert Mack.
n't recall everything he had done in the
His account of the Christmas Eve
early 1900s.
broadcast, followed by the first broadEventually, Reginald Jr. and Helen
cast of KDICA, began appearing in variwon over a popular writer of massous newspapers in early November of
appeal history books, Alvin E Harlow,
1930. But Mack was no ordinary wire
who wrote about the Christmas Eve
reporter. He was in real life Martin
broadcast in " Old Wires and New
Codel, co-founder of Broadcasting magWaves" in 1936. With that, the story
azine in 1931. He seems to have gotten
began appearing much more often, given
the Fessenden story from Davis, somefurther momentum when Helen's biograone he covered frequently. But the fact
phy came along four years later.
that Codel continued to repeat the
We do agree with James O'Neal that
Christmas Eve story may also suggest
Reginald Aubrey Fessenden was agreat
that Fessenden himself was telling it to
inventor who pioneered broadcasting.
reporters, as were his son and wife, all
But we can't agree that the Christmas
trying to make sure the inventor's
Eve broadcast did not occur. Our readaccomplishments were not overlooked.
ing of the facts suggests that whether it
did or not, it's a moot point, since he
Proving a negative
had already accomplished this feat long
There are other fascinating bits of
before Christmas Eve 1906.
research that we found, such as informaDonna L. Halper is a radio consultion Chris derived from Fessenden's pertant and media historian; she is on the
sonal calendar books from 1906 and journalism faculty at Emerson College,
1907, neither of which mentions a Boston. Christopher H. Sterling is an
broadcast on Christmas Eve.
author and educator. He is on the media
But rather than belabor the point, let
and public affairs faculty at George
us repeat that we mainly disagree with
Washington University, Washington. e
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Exactly the Same, Yet Completely DifferentPicture
The Big
There Are Important Similarities and Contrasts
Between the Early Days of FM and Those of IBOC

positioned, offering broadcasters the ability
to provide both qualitative and quantitative
improvements almost from its outset.

Comedian Steven Wright has aroutine
in which he asks listeners to recall the feeling one gets when leaning back in achair a
little too far. He describes the sudden
uncertainty that ensues over whether you
can still recover or if you will fall backwards to the floor. Once his audience recognizes that moment of panic, he adds,
"Well, that's the way Ifeel all the time!'
This is the period in which HD Radio
finds itself right now, waiting for pivotal
influences to be applied while determination of its future hangs in the balance. Of
course, the key to Wright's joke here is that
we all know the condition he describes
cannot last for long; gravity will soon have
its way, and the chair will either quickly
settle back upright or topple over.
For HD Radio, market forces will similarly exert their will with some haste,
selecting one pole of abinary outcome for
the emerging technology, and determining
it during abrutally finite period of time.
So what can we learn from broadcast
history that can help us better understand
the dynamics at work here?

That was theh
On the other hand, and as we know, a
lot has changed along the audio media
landscape since the 1970s.
First, the pace of technological progress
itself has dramatically increased, thus any
window of opportunity for anew format to
catch on is necessarily shorter — perhaps
almost ephemeral.
Next, consider that listeners already
have many more audio-service options to
choose from than existed in FM's early
days. Some of these are themselves still

Quantity beats quality
A common refrain of this column has
been that — despite many broadcast and
audio engineers' wishes to the contrary —
media audiences typically prefer quantitative change over purely qualitative change.
This was certainly the case in the early
days of FM. The format languished in its
first two decades as simply ahigher-quality alternative simulcast to AM channels.
Although existing AM broadcasters
were each offered an FM license (in the
92-108 MHz band, while 88-92 MHz was
allocated to new, non-commercial/educational channels), most were disappointed at
the slow sales and low audience uptake for
the new format, even well after its initial
deployment, and thus they did little to help
the format succeed. Several broadcasters
even gave up their FM channels as charitable contributions to non-profit organizations, which is why there are afew noncommercial FM stations today on channels
above 92 MHz. As late as the mid- 1960s,
the future looked quite bleak for FM.
Its success was stimulated initially by
an FCC action that required broadcasters
to separately program their FM channels
from their AM services. This was adramatic move, especially considering the
cost to broadcasters that this ruling represented at the time. It is testimony to just
how dire the FCC considered the fate of
FM to be.
Broadcasters who wanted to keep their
FM channels were therefore motivated to
find cheap new sources of content. Some
preferred automation, and many settled
upon the format eventually known as easy
listening, which soon became popular
among some demographics. Others went
for live assembly and hired young DJs who
were relatively unconstrained by playlists.
Thus the progressive rock format was
born, and we all know the rest. These formats and afew others propelled FM to a
meteoric rise, and over the next decade it
challenged, and eventually overtook, the
traditional AM format for audience share
in most markets.
Whether it was serendipity or prescience that brought these formats forward,

the key lesson is that it wasn't just because
they were cheap. The content broadcast in
these formats resonated strongly among
both existing AM listeners and new audiences of the day, causing strong overall
growth in radio listening, as well as massive shifts from AM to FM use.
Meanwhile, listeners flocked to stores for
new FM-capable radios.
It would seem that today, although specific tastes may have shifted, the preference for quantity over quality still generally applies. Thus HD Radio is well

by Skip Pizzi
fighting for afoothold, so the competitive
environment is intense, and promotional
budgets are necessarily ratcheting ever
higher. Ironically, the age of digital audio
See TIME, page 20
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ENGINEERS

Timmons: A Veteran at Age 23
by Ken R.
One in a series of occasional articles
about radio technical people who are defying stereotypes about the profession.
Self-described tomboy Kyria Timmons
has been abroadcast engineer for more
than 10 years. What makes that statement
unusual is that she is now 23.
She began collecting paychecks for contract work at age 12 while tagging along
with her father and mentor, Tom Ringer.
He is now an engineer at Salem
Communications' WAVA(AM/FM), a

ward power, reflected power, common
point, tower lights and other functions.
"I like AutoPilot because Ican operate
it from aPC anywhere and if the transmitter goes off, Ican switch to the auxiliary
online or over the phone and get back on
the air right away."
Timmons is not cooped up in Frederick
all week. She drives to Washington to
maintain operations logs and files. She
travels to Wheaton, Md., to maintain the
transmitter for WTWP(AM) and visits the
WFED(AM) site in Silver Spring.
Recently she found herself climbing
around a mountaintop, reinstalling the

rather be putting my hands in the back of a
transmitter than working on some computer," she said.
Ken Sleeman, transmitter site manager
with Bonneville, supervises Timmons and
recognized something special in her.
"What Ilike about Kyria is that broadcasting is in her blood," he said. "Ilike her
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learned to solder at age 12." ( She says,
"When there is hot solder on the tip, don't
hold it straight up and down:')
Her life outside the station is anything
but boring.
"I don't have time for alot of hobbies
because when Iget through here at 5p.m. I
go to Hagerstown Community College to
work towards my bachelor's of science
degree," said Timmons. "Then Igo home
to my stay-at-home husband and threeyear-old daughter. It's along day."
Timmons has suggestions for those even

Getting ready to check the fuel level in the tank for the WGYS generator,
part of weekly maintenance. 'We have had some issues with wasps
and hornets building nests in the cover on the propane tank so we are
careful when lifting that lid,' Timmons said. The easiest way to do this
and not get stung: use a big stick,'

Timmons creates and saves an operations log using Burk's Autopilot 2
software. She handles routine weekly maintenance at the WGYS
transmitter site in Frederick.
Christian-formatted combo in the nation's
capital.
"I admire my dad's work ethic," she
said. "Even after being on the job 14 hours,
if he gets an emergency call he goes back
into work without a complaint," said
Timmons. " He enjoys his job and he's
always been there for me."
In the blood
Timmons is aone-woman band, working as operations manager at the satellite
studios of Bonneville International Corp.
in Frederick, Md., about an hour outside of
Washington. The small facility she oversees is primarily atransmitter site with a
small air studio. Housed here are towers
and transmitters for WTOP(AM). She also
maintains the transmitters and tower site
for WGYS(FM) on nearby Braddock
Mountain. The latter provides arebroadcast of WGMS from Washington, where
WTOP programming also originates. The
mini-studio can be used for live news or as
abackup if aD.C. studio goes down.
Timmons recently joined Bonneville
after astint of two and ahalf years with
Salem Radio Network, her first full-time
radio job.
She may spend her day mostly in the
company of snakes and other field critters
around the transmitters, but Timmons says
she is never unhappy.
"I stay pretty busy," she said. "Iarrive in
the morning and make sure the broadcast
pattern is set correctly for WTOP, Iverify
the logs, check all the levels for the last 24
hours, test the computers, do weekly maintenance, reboot everything, and then do the
same for WGYS."
Her responsibilities include working
with the Burk Technology AutoPilot software for all eight of the Bonneville-DC
transmitter sites. The product monitors for-

enthusiasm because it's always great to
have someone who is passionate about the
business and willing to pitch in even
beyond the job description. She takes her
on-call duties seriously too, leaving her
cell on 24 hours aday."

IBOC transmitter for WGYS, which had
been hit by lightning.
It not the music
"I'll lift a40-pound box on my shoulTimmons is no frustrated DJ who got
ders if Ihave to," she said. "For what I sidetracked into engineering.
need to do, Ican do it as well as any guy."
"I'm not interested in music or formats,"
While Timmons often works with softshe said. " Ijust love exactly what I'm
ware, she prefers amore traditional part of
doing. Iused to tear apart TVs when 1was
radio engineering: RF. " Honestly, I'd
akid. Iplayed with circuit boards and

younger than she who wish to enter the
radio business.
"It's hard to find electrical engineering
programs in school," she said. "Try to
find some course that will give you the
electronics, but also take computer classes, because if you can't work with acomputer, you can't be aradio engineer anymore."
Ken R. is aformer broadcaster who
says his closest brush with engineering
was trying to ungunk an old Gates console
after spilling the entire contents of abottle
of Coke into it. te

Time
Continued from page 19

clarity has engendered this different form
of noise in the marketplace, one that is
increasingly difficult to rise above in
order to capture listeners' attention.
Speaking of noise, the commercial
clutter on radio services also is greater
than it was in the 1970s, although not as
yet on HD Radio multicast services.
Nevertheless, this long-term issue may
already have established areputation for
radio that is difficult if not impossible to
shake off, discouraging listeners from
sampling any new offerings from the
industry's incumbents.
Similarly, there is asense among some
listeners that radio is too set in its ways to
change much, or too "old school" to produce anything compelling in the newmedia era. This is acrisis of branding for
the industry as awhole; deserved or not, it
must be addressed. The emergence of HD
Radio is an opportunity to do so, but it
should be understood that it is still atough
sell to those who already consider the
industry as rust-belt technology.
Finally, there is acomplex matrix of
expectations that radio and other more
recent technologies have established
among audiences, which can be summarized under the heading of "cheap, reliable

and portable?' While radio was once the
only service that could truly offer all of
these attributes, it is no longer alone in this
respect, and the list of others who can
make this claim continues to grow.
Meanwhile, terrestrial radio's own new
digital service offering has yet to score
very highly on these critical parameters.
This is now
In summary, yes, FM indeed clawed its
way back from the brink of its demise to
be fantastically successful. And yes, HD
Radio's similar slow start is to be expected. But can HD Radio survive low growth
or a stall like FM experienced, for any
similar amount of time? Unlikely. FM didn't begin to turn things around until over

20 years had passed following its introduction. No one believes HD Radio will
have until the mid-2020s to do the same.
Analysts are mixed on just how long
HD Radio does have to make its mark,
however. The fact that its operational costs
are so broadly dispersed among otherwise
still-profitable enterprises (as discussed in
this column in the Oct. 11, 2006 issue)
may provide it with arelatively longer
runway than most of its competitors. It
also has some advantages out of the box
that it took years for FM to gain. But
whether these will be enough to make HD
Radio the new mainstream, only time —
and not much of it — will tell.
Skip Pizzi is contributing editor of
Radio World e
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How to Gauge aSnake
by Steve Lampen
When selecting analog snake cable,
you usually have three gauge sizes from
which to choose.
It used to be that most snakes were 22
AWG. But over the years, 24 AWG
snakes have gradually taken over. In
fact, the only reason you might still consider 22 AWG is ruggedness. If it's out
on the road or you're going to be pulling
through a particular torturous conduit,
22 AWG will last longer than 24 AWG.
But 22 AWG will also be bigger overall
and more expensive (more copper). The
maximum pull tension on each 22 AWG
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conductor is 7 pounds, multiplied by all
the conductors in the cable (and don't
forget the drain wires). For 24 AWG it's
4pounds. You do the math.
Now, 22 AWG is 17.5 ohms per
1,000 feet; 24 AWG is 27.7 ohms per
1,000 feet. Because resistance affects
all frequencies equally, the difference in
gauge size only means a slight change
in signal level. Capacitance of the pairs,
and the source impedance of the driving
device, are much more critical to the
actual analog performance of the snake.
The 24 AWG has an added advantage.
Lots of punch-down blocks are based
on 24 AWG wire. Sure, they take 22

'tHE JOUR
OF A LIFETIME
BEGINS HERE...

AWG or 26 AWG, but they're made for
24 AWG.
You can also get 26 AWG snakes.
They can be considerably smaller and a
little cheaper. But you might not want
to take them on the road. Installed, they
would probably be fine, since they're
protected.
Cap It
You can tell the quality of a snake
cable by the capacitance.
Very inexpensive snakes, made
entirely of PVC, can be 50 picofarads
per foot. Those with polyolefin on the
wires will be around 30 pF/ft. Spend a
little more and put polyethylene (PE) on
the pair and you're at 25 pF/ft. Spend a
pile of money and get DuPont Teflon
coating on the wires, and you're at 20

When the world of electronic media embarks on aquest for
the latest tools, techniques, standards and knowledge, there's
only one true destination: NAB2007. Whether you're making

pF/ft. Or you can get foamed polyethylene and get down to 13 pF/ft.
Those last are the best-performing
analog cables in the world. The only
thing that might confuse you is that they
will say "digital audio" on the outside.
But don't worry. If that's a problem, I
will personally send you abottle of rubbing alcohol. You can use that to rub off
the word digital. Then the cable will
work great for analog!
There's one offshore manufacturer of
snake cables that claims, in its catalog
and on its Web page, that the pairs have
a capacitance of 3.7 pF/ft. Since a
capacitor is two metal plates (the wires)
separated by adielectric (in their case,
polyethylene) you can easily calculate
the distance between the wires necessary to get to that capacitance. In this
case, 9.3 inches between the two wires.
Conclusion: this is a misprint in their
catalog (and Web page) that, oddly, has
never been corrected for many, many
years. Wonder why?
Don't freak
One place you'll see alot of 26 AWG
snakes is digital audio. Having pairs
that are 110-ohm impedance and 13
pF/ft. means they're going to be big. So
digital snakes rarely get bigger than 24
AWG, and commonly get down to 26
AWG. Unlike analog, digital pairs have
defined maximum distances. That's
because the AES has a spec for distance: a 2 V source signal and a 200
mV received signal. With that, the
gauge of the wires, and the sampling
rate of the audio, you can calculate the
distance before you even manufacture
the cable.

the transition to HD, preparing to broadcast the 2008 Olympic

Gauge Size

Bandwidth 6MHz

26 AWG

813 ft.

competition, the most direct route to success can be found

24 AWG

1105 ft.

at NAB2007.

22 AWG

1538 ft.

Games, looking to invest in hot technologies like IPTV and mobile
video, seeking tools to help create and refine content, exploring
new revenue streams, or simply trying to remain ahead of your

Uniting the creative process with the converging technologies
that are delivering electronic media's future, NAB2007 is
undeniably the world's marketplace for new product introducti
and the single greatest gathering of the industry— more than twice
the size of any other event. If you are an audio or video production
professional, broadcaster, content owner or distribution channel
provider, NAB2007 is your passport to opportunity. Get ready to
form strategic partnerships, take advantage of advanced training
and education and discover the innovations driving the future of
entertainment, information and enterprise communications.

(i)
THE WORLD'S LARGEST ELECTRONIC MEDIA SHOW

Conferences: April 14-19 • Exhibits: April 16-19
Las Vegas Convention Center • Las Vegas, Nevada USA
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www.nabshow.com

And speaking of 24 AWG wire, there
are multipair cables out there that make
great AES cables. They freak out afew
grizzled broadcast engineers because I
am talking about UTP, unshielded twisted pairs like Category 5e. And if you
use Category 6 it only gets better. That
stuff is 10-12 dB better in many
crosstalk specs than 5e. And it's usually
23 AWG, halfway between 22 AWG
and 24 AWG, so it can go farther than
regular 24 AWG snake cables. Four
pairs in Cat-5e or Cat-6 mean four or
eight channels of digital audio.
For digital audio, with a 44.1 kHz
sampling rate, the bandwidth is 5.6448
MHz. For a 48 kHz sampling rate, the
bandwidth is 6.144 MHz, so we have
distance on the chart shown at 6 MHz,
which pretty much covers both sampling rates you are likely to use.
But 800 feet with the small stuff will
pretty much cover any application you
have except for ahuge stadium, auditorium or the 18th fairway. And, don't
worry, we have a solution for those
extra-long applications. And that solution is coax snake ... next time.
Previous articles in the Wired
for Sound series are archived at
radioworld.com.
Steve Lampen's latest book " The
Audio- Video Cable Installer's Pocket
Guide" is published by McGraw-Hill.
Reach him at shlampen@aol.com.
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A First Peek at the Sangean HDT-1
tor, line out RCA connectors and the AC
power cord socket.
You will have the HDT-1 up and run-

Company Shows Its First- Generation
AM/FM/HD Component Tuner
by Jim Somich
In case you haven't noticed, HD Radio
is here in all its glory, warts and all. Firstgeneration products are a challenge to
review fairly, and here we have afirst-generation "system," the Ibiquity hybrid analog-digital radio system for FM and AM,
and afirst-generation tuner from Sangean,
the HDT-1.
Iwas fortunate enough to acquire one of
the first HDT-1 tuners for evaluation. My
first impression, before listening to it, was
that it was an attractive matte-black unit
that blended in well with my more expensive audio components.

Product Capsule:
Sangean HOT- 1 TUner

Thumbs Up
/ Moderate cost
/ Excellent audio quality
/ Full-featured remote control
/ Good to excellent sensitivity
and selectivity
/ Large blue LCD display

Thumbs Down
/ Cannot be locked in analog mode
=

Page 26

Cannot output analog and digital
simultaneously
/ No FM stereo light
/ Mutes occasionally
PRICE: $ I99
Information: www.sangean.corn

ning in mere minutes without cracking
the manual.
This radio sounds great. There is atendency to forget that you are listening to
low- bit rate digital data. It makes AM
sound like FM and the improvement on
See SANGEAN, page 26

It weighs 5.6 pounds and has a solid
metal case; the only plastic parts visible
are the front-panel switches. The HDT-1
looks more expensive than its $ 199 list. I
would soon learn that it sounds as good as
it looks.
The unit comes with accessories:
remote control, FM dipole antenna, AM
loop antenna, audio output cable and
detachable power cord. The instruction
manual was written for the layperson and
is sparse but adequate.
Hooking it up
Setting up the Sangean HDT-1 is simple: connect the two antennas, connect the
detachable power cord to an ac supply and
use the supplied stereo audio cable to connect the tuner to your sound system. At
first Iwas stumped on how to mount the
supplied AM loop antenna, but Isettled on
apiece of gaffer's tape.
The HDT-1 has an attractive blue and
white 1.5- by 2.75-inch LCD display. An
internal clock can be displayed when the
radio is on.
In the stand-by mode, the clock is displayed in adimmed mode. Ifound that the
clock in my unit tended to run alittle slow:
maybe by as much as two minutes every
24 hours. There is no alarm or timer.
If the AC supply is interrupted, the
clock must be reset, but the HDT-1
remembers all your presets.
From left to right, the front panel consists of a "Standby/On" switch with LED
indicator, a 12-button data entry pad, the
LCD display, " Info" and band buttons,
Tuning control, "Seek" and "HD Seek"
rockers.
From left to right, the rear consists of
an FM antenna socket, AM loop connec-
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HDT-1
•Graphic LCD Display
•F-equency range:
o FM 87.5-108
o AM 520-1710
•Hybrid and Full Digital Radio Reception
•Program Associated Data Services
•Displays Information such as: call sign.
channel frequency, data rate, radio text,

•Automatic Multiplex Re- configuration
•Automatic Simulcast Re-configuration
•FM RBDS function available with
PS. PTY. RT and CT features.
•IR Remote Control
•Line-out ( Stereo- RCA)
Sangean America, Inc.

audio mode, service mode, signal quality.
signal strength indicator.

2651 Troy Avenue. South El Monte, CA 81733
Tel: 888.SANGEAN
Fax: 626.579.6806
e-mail: info@sangean.com
www.sangean.com

A brochure for the HDT-1. The author grades the tuner 'a solid B.'
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We got it right from the start That's Total Radio. Guaranteed.
Broadcast Electronics Inc
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On the Air in San Francisco
Frequency

Station

Format

Licensee

Frequency

Station

Format

Licensee

910

KNEW- HD

Talk

Clear Channel

99.7

KFRC-HD1

Rhymc/AC

CBS

99.7-2

KFRC-HD2

Country

CBS

100.3

KBRG-HD1

Span/Oldies

Univision

101.3

KI0I-HD1

80s Hits

Clear Channe

101.3-2

KI0I-H02

80s Hits

Clear Channe

102.1
102.1-2

KDFC-HD1
KDFC-HD2

Classical

Bonneville

960

KQKE-HD

Talk

Clear Channel

1050

KTCT-HD

Sports

Cumulus

88.5
91.1

KQED-HD1

Nws/Tlk/Inf

KQED, Inc.

KCSM-HD1

Jazz

San Mateo Comm.
College

91.7

KALW-HD1

92.3
92.3-2

KSJO-HD1
KSJO-H02

94.9

KYLD-HD1

94.9-2

KYLD-HD2

95.7

KMAX-HD1

95.7-2

Nws/Tlk/Inf

S.F. Unified School

Span/Oldies

Clear Channel

Hispanic Hits

Clear Channel

KKSF-HD1

Smooth Jazz

Clear Channel

KKSF-H02

Traditional Jazz

Clear Channel

104.5

KFOG-HD1

AAA

Cumulus

104.5-2

KFOG-H02

The New Music
Matrix

Cumulus

KITS-HD1

Alternative

CBS

KITS-HD2

All New Music

CBS

106.1

KMEL-HD1

HpHop/RhyB1

Clear Channel

106.1-2

KMEL-HD2

Extreme Hip- Hop

Clear Channel

106.9

KIFR-HD1

Talk

CBS

106.9-2

KIFR-HD2

KCBS News

CBS

107.7

KSAN-HD1

Rock

Cumulus

107.7-2

KSAN-HD2

The Bone 2

Cumulus

105.3
Bonneville
Bonneville

105.3-2

KMAX-HD2

Clsc Hits
Max Fever ( Disco)

96.5

KOIT-HD1

Christmas

Bonneville

96.5-2

KOIT-HD2

Real Oldies

Bonneville

97.3

KLLC-HD1

AC

CBS

97.3-2

KLLC-H02

Chill

CBS

96.1

KISQ-HD1

Rhythm/Blue

Clear Channel

98.1-2

KISQ-HD2

Romantica

Clear Channel

On the Air

Et

Last Month
Total Licensek

E

Market Penetration
United States
'0,793 nm & Fill Stations
(excludes l.Pfl11s)

,3.8%

On tteLlRir

i

Bonneville

103.7-2

Clear Channel
Clear Channel

Total Licensed

Classical
103.7

CHR/Dance
Wild Hispanic

The HD Radio Bottom Line

Extended Play

licensed by lbiquity
and on the air

licensed by Ibiguity
and not on the air

Number of
FM Stations
Multicasting:

532
Last Month:

521
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Prepare Your STL
Path for HD-R
by W.C. Alexander
The author is director of engineering
for Crawford Broadcasting. This is one in
a series of tips about HD Radio implementation. Articles are archived at
radioworld.com.
For a lot of stations, STL and AES
issues are major considerations in the HD
Radio conversion process. This is particularly true for AM stations, many of which
may be operating using analog monaural
STL systems. For HD Radio, stations will
need the best, most transparent sn conveyance possible.
Generally speaking, digital is better
than analog for anumber of reasons, but a
good analog STL with aclear path, plenty
of fade margin and an excellent signal-tonoise ratio can do the job for an HD Radio
station. If astation has analog studios, for
example, and the analog STL is otherwise
transparent, there is no compelling reason
to immediately convert to a digital STL
system. The A/D conversion can be done
at the transmitter site with equally good
results as converting at the studio and
using adigital sm.

A good analog STL
with a clear path,
plenty of fade margin
and an excellent
signal-to-noise ratio
can do the job for an
HD Radio station.
That being said and assuming aclear,
interference-free path, adigital su. will
get you abetter, more noise-free signal to
the transmitter site. The output will be in
the digital domain, which is where you
need to be eventually anyway. If your studios are already digital, the best course of
action is to stay in the digital domain all
the way to the transmitter site if possible.
Avoid repeated conversions
Repeated conversions between analog
and digital and even sample rate conversions are to be avoided if possible. Each
conversion degrades the audio quality by a
small amount, and remember that the
HDC coder is fairly aggressive, especially
the low-rate AM coder. Each A/D-D/A or
sample rate conversion pass results in an
audible degradation after a pass through
the HDC AM coder.
The FM coder fares better, but with
enough passes the degradation will be
audible even at the higher rate of the FM
coder. A word to the wise: standardize on
a48 kHz sample rate and leave it there all
the way through the chain.
Multiple MPEG passes are also to be
avoided at all costs. If your station uses a
compressed digital STL, you might want
to look for alternatives.
Higher data rates are better than lower
ones. One of the worst- case situations

An A/D converter may be
needed for HD-R conversion.
results when an AM station takes a 128
kilobit-per-second MPEG network satellite feed, feeds it through an MPEG STL
and through the HDC coder. The resulting
demodulated HD Radio audio will be
loaded with artifacts and sound like abad
Internet stream.
We have found that if it is impossible to
avoid the MPEG pass in the STL, at least
get the data rate up to 256 kbps or better.
That 256 kbps floor should apply as an
absolute minimum for all source material,
including spots, promos and other material, much of which arrives at the producer's
inbox via e-mail these days.
We have found that apt-X seems to play
fairly well with the HDC coder. G.722 and
linear digital STLs also work well.
Once your station is up and running, it
is important to pay attention to remote
sources for compatibility. Some adjustments may be required.
Digital domain
You may well find that the POTS codee
that your station has used for remote
broadcasts for years sounds less than stellar after atrip through the HDC coder. An
alternative may be needed.
Sooner or later, you're going to have to
get your audio into the digital domain. If
you have digital studios, you're set to go.
The output of your mixer will be AES,
hopefully 48 kHz AES.
If your studios are analog and you're
using adigital STL, you can convert ahead
of the sit or in some cases, let the STL
do it for you. Some have analog audio
inputs and perform the A/D conversion
internally.
If you're analog all the way to the transmitter site, you have acouple of choices.
The method preferred by most transmitter
manufacturers is to provide an AES studio
signal to the HD generator. You can generate such signal locally with any quality
A/D converter.
We have found that some audio processors do asmoother job of A/D conversion
than dedicated external converters. You
may save yourself some money and produce better-sounding digital audio by letting your processor do the work. If you do
this, you may have to depart from the
transmitter/HD generator manufacturer's
recommended audio routing scheme, but
from our experience, there is no penalty
for doing this.
So, will your existing SU work when
you convert to HD Radio? The answer is,
"probably," but you likely have some SR,
work to do to make the path optimal for
HD Radio.
Radio World pays for your technical
tips and stories. Inquire to radioworld@
imaspub.com.
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Audio Flag Redux
WASHINGTON Audio flag legislation failed to pass Congress last
year so proponents are hoping 2007 is
their lucky year.
Days after the 110th Congress convened,
Sens.
Senator Dianne
Feinstein, D-Calif., with co-sponsors
Lindsey Graham, R-S.C., Joseph
Biden, D-Del. and Lamar Alexander,
R-Tenn., introduced the Perform Act
(S. 256), with language identical to
last year's bill.
Opponents include consumer advocate group Public Knowledge. They
say the legislation could prevent digital audio recording devices from having the capability to record material
automatically by specific artists,
albums or recordings, and prevent

Sangean
Continued from page 24
FM is substantial, especially under high
multipath conditions.
Depending on station processing, the
blend from analog FM to digital HD
Radio can be a subtle improvement,
with increased clarity and openness.
Because the HD-R system does not use
pre-emphasis, the high end sounds less
busy.
Unfortunately, some stations are
using identical processing for their analog and HD1 signals, including heavy
high-frequency limiting. These stations
are obvious when monitoring on the
unit.

consumers from having the capability
to separate recorded material automatically into their own playlists.
Sen. John Sununu, R-N.H., planned
legislation aimed at preventing the
commission from imposing "technology mandates" on the communications industry. An audio flag may be
included under that umbrella.
Supporters, including the RIAA,
say the bill would give parity to digital music services and that satellite
radio has become a digital distribution service, something the services
refute.
HD Radio's ability to store and
replay content, new features on the
horizon, could also be affected if
passed.
The bill is under the auspices of the
Senate Judiciary Committee, chaired
by Sen. Patrick Leahy, D- Vermont.

time, signal quality, frequency and spectrum. The tuning rocker moves forward
or backward one channel at a time. The
seek rocker finds the next or last usable
signal, and the HD Seek rocker only
stops on HD stations.
An indicator on the LCD screen indicates when the radio is locking on an
HD Radio signal.
Under the hood, there are four boards:
power supply/amplifier/I/O, front panel,
display controller and the LG-Innotek
DSP HD Radio module. Most of the
inside is empty space.
Conclusions
Sangean, with 32 years of experience
building radios, has produced an impressive first-generation tuner. Does it have
afew small warts? Yes.

Band

FM 1

FM 2

AM 1

AM 2

Tuning range

87.5 - 108MHz

87.5 - 108MHz

520 - 1710kHz

520 - 1710IcHz

Tuning step

100kHz

100kHz

10IcHz

101cHz

Preset channels

10

10

10

10

Auto preset system

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

FM RBDS

PS, PTY, RT, CT

Signal strength indication

Yes, with 6segments indication

LCD type

Graphic 128 x64 dots

LCD backlight

Yes, with white light LED

Power supply

AC120V/60Hz mains power

Dimensions

16.rx 2.8' x101W xHxD)

Weight

Approx. 5.6 lbs

The HD2 streams sound excellent, but
the perceived quality is largely dependent on the station processing. At first I
felt the HD2s sounded noticeably worse
than the HD1s, but this turned out to be
adifference in audio processing and the
quality of the source material.
Operation
Operation of the HDT-1 is simple. All
functions are available on the front panel
or the credit card-sized remote control.
The radio is never totally off unless you
pull the power cord ( and lose the clock).
When in standby, ared LED lights.
Then select your band: AM lor 2 or
FM 1or 2. There are 20 presets available for FM and 20 for AM. Press the
preset button and the number of the station you want to recall. Or you can press
the "Direct Frequency Button" and enter
the frequency directly.
The " Info" button cycles radio text,

My tuner would mute occasionally
while Iwas pressing buttons. Recycling
the power reset the audio. The clock is
slow. There is no stereo light for analog
FM. As a bonus, the HDT1 will decode
C-Quam AM stereo, but there is no indication of this on the panel.
For professional use, there is no way
to lock the radio in the analog mode and
no way to call up analog and digital
channels simultaneously for time syncing. But then this is not a professional
product; Iwould classify it as high-end
consumer, suitable for studio monitoring, quality control and home component use.
My grade: a solid " B." For more
information: www.sangean.com.
Jim Somich is aformer major-market
radio chief with equipment design experience. He works as an engineering consultant and tech writer. Reach him at
jimsomich@alltel.net.

End-to- End Solutions From SCMS
Shively Labs Rigid Coax
Get your RF Solutions from the
Dealer That Knows Radio.
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Introducing Rigid Coax from Shively Labs.
•
Redesigned in 2006 — Shively's coax components incorporate more than 40 years of high
•
power RF engineering experience with modern manufacturing techniques to bring you
products that are as affordable as they are reliable.
Large inventories ensure same day shipment on most orders, and detail drawings
are available at www.shively.com to ensure that there
are no surprises when you go to install your
4
11
components.
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Fast Shipment —
Contact SCMS
at any of its offices
to discuss your needs.
1-800-438-6040
Bob, Ernie, Matt or Mike
HQ in Pineville, NC
Mid- South: 1-877-391-2650 Bob Mayben
Central: 1-731-695-1714 Bernie O'Brien
West Coast: 1-866-673-9267 Doug Tharp
Mid- West: 1-513-899-3036 Mary Schnelle
South- Atlantic: 1-770-632-1295 Art White
North-East: 1-315-623-7655 Jim Peck
South-West: 1-210-775-2725 John Lackness
Pro Audio: 1-877-640-8205 Ric Goldstein

www.SCMS inc.com

Low Prices!
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HD-R 'Street Team'

Polk to Debut $ 299 Radio

Sweeps Detroit

Under 'Design' Label
BALTIMORE Polk Audio plans to release an HD Radio this year
aimed at adifferent buyer than its upscale iSonic product.
The Executive Shelf System, Model HDX3, would be the first release
under anew label, Polk Audio Designs.
Marketing Manager Paul DiComo said the new branding is meant to
be "less geeky." The new HD Radio has amore conservative and traditional look than the curvy iSonic and includes aCD player and adetached
speaker.
Ibiquity Digital displayed the two units side-by-side at CES on ashelf
system, showing off several new HI) Radios to be available later this year.
The new radio, to be sold at Radio Shack, will list for $299. That compares to $599 for the iSonic. The latter unit decodes HD Radio, XM as
well as analog AM and FM. It also includes aDVD player.
The company did not official announce the product at CES, having 40
other new products to tout.
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HD Radio was pitched to attendees of the North
American International Auto Show in Detroit in January
via mobile billboards and an HD Radio Street Team.'

DETROIT HD Radio was pitched to
attendees of the North American
International Auto Show in Detroit in
January, via mobile billboards and an "HD
Radio Street Team."
A group wearing orange uniforms handed out 21,000 HD Radio VIP lanyards at the
PeopleMover stations close to the convention center. The lanyards invited people to
register for afree HD Radio car converter.
The HD Digital Radio Alliance believes
mobile messages like "Drive, Listen, Love"
and "More free radio in your car" have
started resonating with consumers and with
the automotive industry. Diane Warren and
Texas Creative created the promotion.

Sat Radio Merger
Talk Is Tempered

The cash- machine formerly known as
RevenueSuite returns to the airwaves as
Google AdSense for Audio.

WASHINGTON FCC Chairman Kevin
Martin told Reuters it's possible arule prohibiting asatellite radio merger could be
changed — if such arequest is made.
Martin said he was unaware of any such
request. He was clarifying the rule and said
he was not commenting specifically on
how the FCC might react to aproposal.
Reporters inquired because the previous
day, Martin had mentioned SDAR rules
from 1997 stating there must be two satellite radio entities. He also said if amerger
plan was submitted, the agency would
review it.
Fellow Republican FCC Commissioner
Robert McDowell told Reuters the concept
was "intriguing" and his aides were looking for precedents for changing the
agency's rules.
Some analysts would argue the rules
could be changed, depending on how
inclusive the agency is when defining the
competitive environment for SDARS —
whether it includes other media and
devices such as MP3 players, the Internet
and video. Analysts disagree whether a
merger would help satcasters achieve profitability faster.

Satellite Consumer
Group Forms
RevenueSuite, asource of additional income for radio stations, promises to be
even more so in this incarnation as AdSense" for Audio, thanks to the power
of Google technology. And when you combine that with the industry's most
innovative station automation products— SS32' and Maestro"— you'll understand
why hundreds of stations in markets of every size are starting to talk about the
future of radio stations with renewed optimism.
At Google, our commitment is strong and clear and unchanging: we're here to
help you run your station more efficiently and profitably than ever before.
Visit

www.google.com/ads/asaudio to find out more.

ecoo€ Google Inc. All rights reserved.
Google and the Google logo are registered trademarks of Google Inc

Go gle

WASHINGTON A group of law school
students at George Washington University
in Washington formed aconsumer advocacy group for subscribers to satellite radio.
They said the Consumer Coalition for
Competition in Satellite Radio was created
in response to rumors about the potential
merger of XM and Sirius.
At the CES convention in January, XM
again declined to comment on the rumors
to Radio World. Several accounts quoted
Sirius President/CEO Mel Karmazin speculating about the benefits of such amove.
"The competitive duopoly in satellite
digital radio created by the FCC in 1997 is
clearly at risk," according to Chris Reale,
one of C3SR's founding members. "If the
only two companies operating in the satellite radio industry are permitted to combine, consumers not only will lose their
choice, but they will be totally at the mercy
of amonopoly provider."
The group announced at the National
Conference on Media Reform in January.
— Leslie Stimson

Get Rid of
Snap, Crackle,
Pop

Studi Sessi ns
Resource for Radio On-Air, Production and Recording
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E- Rack Comes Well Equipped
by James E. O'Neal
To the broadcast facility tourist or otherwise casual observer, an equipment
rack is an equipment rack. To the uninformed, arow of racks may just as well
be a row of bookcases — they all look
alike and they all support equipment.
Iknow differently, for in my life as
broadcast engineer, I've purchased and
installed a lot of racks. They are not all
created equal.
I've praised some, sworn at others and
been indifferent to a lot more. When 1
learned that anew model was available
from APWMayville for review purposes,
Igladly volunteered my services to find
out just how Iwould categorize this rack.
(Okay, I'll admit it — Ilike the "new
car" smell that comes with abrand-new
rack.)
Features
Not long after the freight delivery
agent shows up at the loading dock with
his 18-wheeler, one of things you notice
is how well or how poorly something as
big and heavy as an equipment rack survived the trip. Most of the racks that I'm
used to came in heavy cardboard boxes
that had to be cut or tom away to get at
the unit inside.

like the

label

RU

The E-Rack features atextured
coating and 14ga steel construction.

The addition of the oversized pallet is
a good idea. It's also handy for moving
newly received racks around, as that's
what pallet jacks were invented for.
(They don't work worth ahoot with racks
that are only packed in cardboard cartons.) Hats off to APWMayville for
including the pallet.
There's another difference in the
APWMayville's packaging concept.
There is no packing box to have to tear or
cut away. Ever scratch the paint on a
brand new rack doing this?
On first glance, it appears that the rack
is fully contained within acardboard carton, but this is a bit of an illusion.
Actually, there are four cardboard sheets
wrapped around the rack and pulled tight
with clear shrink-wrap. This gives the
impression and protection of afour-sided
shipping carton, but doesn't have to be
cut away to get to the rack. Underneath
the cardboard are 1- inch-thick honeycombed comer reinforcements for comer
protection. The whole shrink-wrapped
assembly is fastened tight to the pallet
with strapping. The rack buried inside
this cocoon is further protected by aclear
vinyl shipping bag.
Our rack arrived without any dents or
scratches. I should mention that
APWMayville included a liquidfilled
"tip alarm" on one of the cardboard sides.
It turns red if the rack is not kept vertical
during shipping.

Product Capsule:
APWMayville
Stantron E- Rack

Thumbs Up
/ Shipping
=

materials well engineered

/ Solid build
/ Back door option
/ RU side label strips on the
front rails
/ Nice job of tapping/cleaning
threads in rail bolt holes
/ Design of the rear rail system
/ Instruction manual

Thumbs Dow n
'Peanut-sized" lat:h handle

PRICE: 45U 36 Deep: $ 62627

CONTACT: APWMayvire in Milwaukee
at (800) 558-7297.

After the packing material was
removed and put aside, which only took a
minute or so after the bands were cut, I
went off in search of asocket wrench to
remove the lag bolts holding the wheeled
rack down on the pallet Surprise! There
were no bolts. This gives me alittle concern about the packaging system used by
APWMayville. As the rack delivered for
review was equipped with casters, Iworry about what would happen inside a
lightly loaded truck if the strapping had
been compromised in any way. Our rack
See E-RACK, page 30

strips on the

Do not take a BRICK to the
NEXT PRESS CONFERENCE
... nor your mp3 player

front rails, and the
tapping and
cleaning threads in

Take the AMIN 120
PROFESSIONAL RECORDER

the rail bolt holes.
APW Mayville's Stantron Erack is a
bit different here. First of all, the rack was
strapped onto awooden pallet somewhat
wider and deeper than the rack it held.
This caught my attention, as not too many
manufacturers seem to bother with isolating their racks from other racks or whatever's in the tractor-trailer with them.
Once in a while something bad happens during the cross-country truck ride
and you get delivered a rack that is
slightly less than perfect. This is both
annoying and time-consuming, as you
have to contact the freight company, fill
out forms, get someone to inspect the
damage and then wait for a settlement
and also for the manufacturer to send out
another rack. (Sometimes when you're on
a really tight timeline, there just isn't
time for this and you have to take your
lumps and use the less than perfect rack
anyway. No one's happy.)

*AEQ

Like mobile telephones, the latest AEQ digital recorder fits
•omfortable in your hand and in your pocket! The PAW 120 is the
ultimate digital recorder for journalists who value comfort and quality!
• .
PAW 120's main features:
▪ Record, play and edit Linear PCM and MPEG compressed audio Built-in speaker.
• Built-in microphone and XLR adapter, with connections for mono or stereo external dynamic or
condenser microphone, including phantom power.
• Stereo or Mono Line Input and Output. Appears as USB removable external device compatible with
both Windows and Mac OS.
• Support of BWF file format, allowing for easy integration with radio automation systems.
• Uses two AA dry cells or rechargeable batteries.
AEQ also offers excellent communication and audio equipment:
• Digital consoles and audio routers for radio and TV • The latest in RPU Technology • Stationary and portable ISON
Audio Codecs and Telephone Hybrids •

Advanced Multi- Channel Talk Show System •

Multiplexers, Analogue Mixing

Consoles, AD Converters, Monitors, and Digital Commentary System for large sport events.

www.aeqbroadcast.com

•
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In the world of equipment racks, there
are two styles of rack rails used: those
with oversize holes intended for installation of clip-in "Speed Nuts," and those
with tapped bolt holes. Both have their
weak and strong points. APWMayville
uses the latter, so there's none of the
aggravation from the clip being in the
wrong position, or having one of them
"spring" just as the last bolt is driven in.
In what has to be afirst from rack vendors, APWMayville included a 15-page
installation manual with the rack. It's full
of detailed drawings, showing how everything is supposed to fit together and providing instructions for adding various
accessory items to the rack, such as an
"anti-tip" bracket. The anti-tip feature is a
good idea for racks on wheels or that
might be even the least little bit top-heavy.
Another "feature" is the PowerOptions
AC plug strip. It is available in both standard-ground and isolated-ground varieties. The strip occupies a small footprint, which could be areal blessing in
densely cabled racks.

E-Rack
Continued from page 29

did arrive safely and I'm sure that the
company did its homework. Anyway, it's
kind of nice not having to drag out the
toolbox and hunt for the right-sized socket to get the thing off the pallet.
Aesthetics
Once the rack was out in the light of
day, it was examined carefully for defects
and overall quality of workmanship.
The model received at Radio World
was supplied in atextured "basic black"
coating. The finish was carefully and
evenly applied, outside and in, with no
sign of underspray or overspray or "shadowing" around the internal bracing. The
frame is 14ga steel construction.
Speaking of bracing, the rack is constructed with multiple horizontal braces
— atotal of seven in the 70-inch model
reviewed. This rack is going to hold its
shape.
One of the more interesting features of
the APWMayville rack is the presence of
a black- and- white height reference
applied to both front and rear rails. These
strips are divided into rack units and
can't help but make installation of equipment go faster and easier. How many of
us have at least once mounted that 80pound power supply half an RU off and
then had to do it all over again?

Sabre designs

In use
One of the "QC" checks Ilike to use
in evaluating new racks is done with a
carpenter's framing square. If the corners
of the equipment opening are not square,
the rack wasn't put together too well, or
it took ahit in handling and shipping.
Iput my trusty Stanley square to work
in checking all four front corner openings, and the APWMayville passed with

manufactures and installs towers to meet

your broadcast specifications

We offer everything from

custom FM support sections to turnkey AM installations
Committed

to

customer
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service,

we

deliver

quality

products at competitive prices with the shortest lead times
Call Sabre today for all your tower needs

1-800-369-6690
www.sabrecom.com • broadcastsales@sabrecom.com

flying colors. While the corners weren't
perfectly square, the error was so small
that you'd never detect it without careful
measurement.
Earlier, Imentioned the two rail styles
used by rack makers, and that there are
drawbacks associated with each. The
APWMayville rack is equipped with
drilled and tapped rails. While these are
handy in the sense that you're not dealing
with push-in clips, there can be a timeconsuming problem associated with
them. This stems from apoor job of cutting threads when the holes were tapped,
or from subsequent painting operations
that clogged the threads.
I decided to " test" the rack by
installing some 19-inch gear received for
review. Based on experience, Iwas not
really looking forward to this, as Ino

the front or rear.
The rack reviewed was 36 inches deep,
with correspondingly wide and massive
side panels. Someone at APWMayville
must have had experience in removing
and putting on side panels, perhaps without the benefit of steel- toed boots.
Anyone who has had to jockey side panels off and on eventually learns what I'm
describing the hard way. The panels are
equipped with acouple of recessed grips.
This is agodsend for lowering and raising the panels. No more smashed toes
because you lost your grip. And if the
rack is on casters, as this one was, the
handholds make it easy to move around
without bear-hugging.
A back door is anice feature in arack
that's going in a location where more
than the front side is visible. That is, if

horizontal braces — a total of seven in
the 70-inch model reviewed. This unit
is going to hold its shape.
longer have ready access to atap and die
set. In my former life, atap wrench was a
necessary part of dealing with new
threaded-rail racks.
Iwas quite surprised to find out that
one of the 10-32 bolts supplied with the
rack went easily into the first hole Itried.
Thinking this was afluke or that the hole
somehow had been previously cleared
for installation of a shipping brace, I
tried another. It went in just as easily. I
tried five or six more of the tapped rail
holes. Easy as pie. No stripped bolts. No
excessive force needed. No slipped
screwdrivers. No cursing. Good job,
APWMayville.
Just for the fun of it, Itried mounting
the unit in different locations within the
rack — top, bottom and middle. There
was plenty of side-to-side clearance in
each position. Have you ever had to work
with a rack that came with rails so
"sprung" that you needed ahouse jack to
push them apart sufficiently to fit in the
gear you were racking? Again, nice job.
The unit sent for evaluation was
equipped with rear rails, but none of the
equipment available for racking here
needed any rear support. However, just to
see what Iwas up against, Idecided to
find out what was involved in relocating
the rails.
Adjusting the rear rail position can be
something of an ordeal. With other racks
Ihave known, this can amount to unbolting and removing side panels, unbolting
rails, relocating multiple sets of clip nuts,
re-mounting the rails and then putting the
sides back on. APWMayville has made
rear rail relocation so easy, that it can be
accomplished in less than five minutes.
The rails are secured to the horizontal
frame members by four 3/8- inch head
bolts. They screw into fairly large flat
bolts that ride in special slots in the frame
members. Changing position is as simple
as loosening the four bolts, sliding the
rail forward or backward and then
retightening the bolts. Incredibly easy;
you don't even need to break out the
ruler or tape measure. The horizontal
members are supplied with a series of
reference marks ( 1/16- inch holes)
spaced at 1-inch intervals to ensure that
the rails are straight up and down and
also lined up at the same distance from

the door fits properly. The review rack
was equipped with an optional lockable
rear door that included atotal of six keys.
I'm guessing that you'd have to work
hard to lose all of them.
The door fits the frame nicely with
clearance on all sides — no binding.
However, the key latching assembly
could use help. It's very small for adoor
size it's used with. The latch is only
about 5/8-inch at its smallest point and a
little over an inch at the largest. The
mechanism is surrounded by a smooth
plastic "ring" that tapers away from the
rack.
In short, it's not that easy to turn, as
there's only room for acouple of fingers.
Ihad to fumble with it a bit before I
could get it to open. This may be alittle
trivial, but I'd be happier with a larger
latch handle. Igrew up with racks having
car door-sized latches or big rings to turn.
Summary
Other than the peanut-sized latch handle, Ican find no fault with the rack. The
shipping materials were well engineered.
The rack is built solidly and finished to
perfection. The fabrication was done in
an exacting manner, with nothing left to
guesswork.
Ireally like the RU side label strips on
the front rails and I'm also impressed
with the nice job of tapping and cleaning
threads in the rail boltholes. The design
of the rear rail system is second to none.
Being able to relocate rear rails without
having to remove and reinstall hardware
is a real timesaver. I'm also impressed
that someone took the time to do drawings and put together the first real rack
instruction book that I've encountered.
All in all, Iwas well pleased and would
recommend the product to anyone needing aquality rack.
James E. O'Neal is technology editor
for TV Technology; he has more than 36
years experience in broadcast engineering.
Contact him at joneal@imaspub.com.
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EVALUATION

NoiseFree Plug-In Quiets Broadband Noise
Algorithmix NoiseFree, ScratchFree Plug-Ins
Eliminate Pops, Clicks and Other Impulsive Noise
by Read G. Burgan
Occasionally during the early 1970s,
AT&T would forget to switch our NPR
line to the Texaco Metropolitan Opera
line on Saturday afternoons. At the last
minute Iwould call AT&T long lines and
end up patching the Metropolitan Opera
directly from aphone to our audio console. Quality? A tin can and waxed string
couldn't have sounded much worse.
By the end of the ' 70s, the Met Opera
and almost everything else were coming
by satellite in stereo. Improvement? Like
going from the Stone Age to the Nuclear
Age in 60 seconds or less.
In the decades that have followed,
ever-improving quality has become the
watchword for both AM and FM broadcasters. Digital audio restoration software
and hardware have been some of the
means of achieving higher-quality sound.

tently superior sounding restorations.
For example, one of the problems that
plagues almost all impulsive noise filters
is atendency to modulate certain kinds of
sound. The particular conditions that
evoke that problem can vary from plug-in
to plug-in, but it tends to rear its ugly
head if you do enough restoration work.
After many months of using
ScratchFree, Ihave yet to find that problem. Instead, even when restoring recordings with very high levels of pop and
crackle, the resulting sound is clean and

Product Capsule:

without the modulation effect that can
characterize so many other impulsive
noise filters.
The graphical user interface (GUI) for
both ScratchFree and NoiseFree contains
a window that displays a portion of the
sound and the effect the particular plugin is having on it. In ScratchFree, the
window is called the "signal scope" and
displays approximately 20 seconds of the
signal in a spectrum analyzer mode. In
NoiseFree the window is called the
Analyzer, and the signal is represented in
atypical time/amplitude mode with the
input signal displayed in red, the output
signal displayed in green and the noise

I Radio World

profile displayed in white.
In each case, these windows are essential accessories that allow you to see
graphically and tangibly how the various
adjustments are affecting the program
material. Ifind the graphical displays
essential as Ican see precisely how the
various parameters are affecting the
sound.
Slider controls
Both GUIs have asimilar appearance
with similar controls that help to expedite
the learning process. NoiseFree has three
primary slider controls on the left-hand
side of the GUI: Threshold, Ratio and
Ambience.
Based on my experience with other
broadband noise reduction software, I
expected that the Threshold control
See ALGORITHMIX page 32
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Algorithmix ScratchFree/NoiseFree
Digital Audio Restoration Plug-Ins

Thumbs Up
Plug-ins share an easy GUI
▪ ScratchFree has several modes
▪ NoiseFree obtains a noise print
from a noise sample

WorldNet Oslo makes your SIL
the strongest link in your digital
audio air chain

NoiseFree's Ambience and
Decorrelation controls
NoiseFree Chase mode
▪ Plug-ins handle variety of
sample/bit rates up to 384 kHz
./ Low CPU load enables real-time
previewing, processing

Thumbs Down
DirectX version requires use of
clunky proprietary 'shell'
ScratchFree VST version has minor
problems ( won't retain settings)
PRICE 51.999 each
CONTACT Algorithmix distributor Synthax
in Ohio at (330) 259.0308 or visit
www.synthax.com or www.algorithmix.com.

Over the past 11 years, I have
reviewed many digital audio restoration
software packages. During that time, they
have improved considerably. Despite
incremental improvements, Irarely find a
new package that causes me to replace
the software tools Ihave been using.
Until recently.
Algorithmix offers two digital audio
restoration plug- ins for Windows-compatible audio editors. Algorithmix is a
German-based company that licenses its
algorithms to other companies. For
example, Waves Ltd. licensed some of
Algorithmix's algorithms for its original
noise reduction package.
ScratchFree and NoiseFree are available as DirectX or VST plug-ins. There
are differences in the DirectX and
VST versions. More about that later.
ScratchFree is designed to eliminate
pops, clicks and other impulsive noise;
NoiseFree is designed to eliminate broadband noise.
The difference
The quality of the algorithms sets
these plug-ins apart from others. In headto-head comparisons with other digital
audio restoration software Iregularly use,
the Agoritlunix plug-ins produced consis-

THE STRONGE ST LINK
For all your studio to transmitter and studio networking needs.

As well as uncompressed linear audio and J.57 companding,

look to the WorldNet Oslo from APT

WorldNet Oslo also supports 16 or 24- bit Enhanced apte

A powerful and retable solution designed for multiple channel
audio transport, the WorldNet Oslo delivers up to 28 mono or
14 stereo channels over asingle Ti, El or IP fink.
The unit's extensive feature set includes redundant power
supplies, back-up transport cards, auxiliary data capability and
awide selection of audio modules offering analog, digital,
duplex, simplex and 5.1 phase-lock options.

offering cascade-resilient, near-lass.less audio quaky with
under 2ms delay.
All settings can be managed remotely using the Codec
Management System; apowerful graphical user interface
providing extensive configuration, control and fault monitoring
capability across multiple WorldNet Oslo systems.

Features & Benefits
Highly intuitive
user-friendly interface
with VU meters and programmable fault monitoring, all via IP
or T1 / Et.

•Modular Multiple Channel Audio Codec
•Designed for STL and Studio- to- Studio Links
•Audio over T1, El or IP
•Enhanced apt-e, J.57 or Linear audio
•Up to 4audio channels per audio card
•Up to 7audio cards per chassis
•Analog and AES/EBU audio interfaces
•5.1 Phase- locking for seamless surround sound
•All cards hot-swappable
•Redundant Power Supplies
•In- band Management over Ti / El link
•Powerful User Interface for full control and supervision

APT Boston Office
Toll free 800-955-APTX
Tel.
781 810 2260
Email*
sales©aptx.com
www.aptx.com

APT Florida Office
Tel:
772 340 0850
Email sales@aptx corn

APT Europe
Tel +44 28 9037 1110
Email' eurosales@aptx.com
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APT Japan
Tel +811013 577 1191
Email' asiasales@apt . com
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would determine at what amplitude the
noise reduction would kick in, and that
the Ratio control would determine how
much noise would be removed. Under
that scenario, you should be able to move
the Threshold control all the way up, and
as long as the Ratio control is all the way
down, there should be no noise reduction.
That is not the way it works. This is
part of what makes this software different. While the Threshold and Ratio controls do interact, they don't interact in the
usual way. Alogorithmix says its Ratio
control is similar to an "expander ratio."
In practice, raising only the Threshold
control will remove noise. Moving the
Ratio control upwards will increase the
noise reduction, but the higher you raise
it, the more it has the potential to
adversely affect the sound until you reach
apoint where the artifacts may become
objectionable.
The third slider is called Ambience.
As its name implies, it is designed to preserve the ambience of the original sound.
The higher you raise this slider, the more
ambiance is restored. Depending on the
degree of noise and the type of material,
you also may add noise back into the output signal.
Removing broadband noise using
NoiseFree requires a balancing act
between the Threshold, Ratio and
Ambience controls. This may sound
complicated, but it isn't. In fact, after a
very short period of time, Ifound that
adjusting these controls was intuitive.
More to the point, the quality of the
sound Iwas hearing was superior to anything Icould achieve using the other
broadband noise reduction software I
regularly used. The sound Iwas hearing
was more open with much more detail
than anything Ihad been able to achieve
in the past. To prove this, Iran several
weeks of tests between the older software and NoiseFree and consistently
achieved a higher quality sound from
NoiseFree than Icould from the other
broadband noise reduction software I
had been using.
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NoiseFree
NoiseFree provides three ways to create the traditional noise print that determines what noise will be removed. You
can create a "learned" noise print by
selecting asmall portion from the sound
file that contains just noise, as with most
traditional noise reduction software. For
example, the silent portion between cuts
on aphonograph record.
Creating the noise print
You also can create anoise print from
the sound itself. By clicking that option,
playing the sound file and clicking
"learn," the software will extract anoise
print from the sound itself. The longer
you allow for the learn process, the more
effective the derived noise print.
How well does this option work? That
depends. Ifound that when Iused a
sound file that contained just a person
speaking, it was able to create a noise
print fairly close to what Icould obtain
via the traditional method of using a
small portion of the sound file containing
only noise. In some cases the noise print
was superior, as it was able to find additional noise that might not be found by
selecting an isolated sample of noise.
With music, the derived noise print
tended to be more complex than it would
have been if extracted from asmall sample of noise. Because of this, at agiven
setting of the noise reduction controls,
the resulting noise reduction could be a
bit more aggressive than it would have
been with atraditional noise print.

• 8-64 channels of telemetry and control
• programmable control by date and time
• optional printer and modem adapters
• programmable telemetry alarms
• integrated rack panel

Model RAK-1 Intelligent Rack Adapter
• parallel printer interface
• internal modem for data transfer
• front panel status indicators
• battery backed power supply
• rack mountable chassis
• accessory package for RFC- 1/B
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ScratchFree
This can actually be an advantage on
recordings where the broadband noise is
not constant, as it enables the software to
do abetter job of noise reduction. Even
when the slightly more aggressive noise
reduction wasn't desired, it could be tempered by simply backing off the noise
controls abit to compensate for the more
aggressive noise print. Ifound that in situations involving only a moderate
amount of broadband noise, the option of
creating the noise print from the sound
itself was areal time-saver.

laton control can be used to help recover
the transients that can be lost when the
noise reduction is run aggressively. Its
affect on the material is similar and complementary to the Ambience control.
The Response control affects the
dynamic behavior of the de- noising
process. It appears to adjust the attack
and release times of the algorithm. The
setting of this control, too, can help protect transients. At the same time, it also
can allow some noise to slip in and out
between words.

levels of pop and crackle, ScratchFree's
resulting sound is without the modulation
effect of other impulsive noise filters.
In addition, there is athird way to create a noise profile. NoiseFree has abutton marked EQ. Alogrithmix calls this
the Noise Profile EQ. When you click on
the EQ button, it opens an entirely new
screen that represents the noise profile in
afive-band equalizer format.
This can be used to manually adjust
the parameters of an existing noise print
that you have already created. Or by
clicking on the "white" button, you can
create a straight-line representation of
white noise. Starting with this straight
line and using the five-band equalizer
controls, you can readily create acustom
noise print of your own.
If you want to save a noise print, the
Noise Profile EQ window is where you
will save it and/or recall other noise profiles you have created. It took me awhile
to get used to this; Iwould have expected
to do this in the main window.
NoiseFree also contains arow of five
buttons that adapt the software according
to the type of material you are working
with. There are three buttons for music
and two for speech.
Fine-tuning the process
These adjust the resolution and some
other internal parameters. While
Algorithmix doesn't spell out exactly
how these parameters vary, judging by
the change in the appearance of the noise
print and the sound, Iwould expect that it
is changing the FFT settings and possibly
the degree of window overlap.
For most purposes, Ifound that the
Music 1setting worked well. Idid experiment with the other settings but usually
came back to that setting. That probably
reflects the similarity in the kinds of
material Iwork with.
NoiseFree also has what Alogrithmix
calls "Expert Parameters." The Decorre-

The Chase control is an interesting
parameter. When it is turned on, it essentially monitors the ongoing signal and
adjusts the noise print as it perceives
changes in the noise.
The higher you turn the control, the
more rapidly it adjusts to the perceived
changes in the noise print. Isay "perceived" noise changes, because Iam not
altogether convinced that the algorithm is
reading only changes in the noise.
With music material, Ifound that the
resulting noise print was generally too
aggressive and that it seemed to be based
more on the music than on any actual
changes in the noise.
With speech, the Chase feature worked
better. Ibelieve that for forensic applications where one is primarily concerned
with intelligibility and some artifacts are
acceptable, the Chase feature could be
helpful.
Removing pops and clicks
ScratchFree removes pops, clicks and
scratches through atwo-fold process. The
DeClicker algorithm removes larger pops
and clicks. It has asingle Threshold slider control. The higher you raise the
Threshold control, the more pops and
clicks are removed.
Selecting one of five buttons determines the kinds of pops and clicks that
are removed. The first two are designed
to deal with the kinds of impulsive noise
found on vinyl records, while the third
button is optimized for removing noise
from 78 rpm records.
The fourth button is designed to
remove noise created by digital sources,
and button five is devoted to analog
material that has experienced clipping
due to excessive levels.
In addition, ScratchFree has three
Interpolation buttons that select algo-
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Plugln Center cumbersome to use.
The PlugIn Center allows only one use
of any particular plug-in, so you cannot
chain together two or more copies of
ScratchFree, for example. With some
audio editors, Ifound that Icould not
'successfully chain together two or more
copies of the PlugIn Center itself, which
would have allowed me to effectively
chain together multiple copies of the
A couple
same plug-in.
of caveats
The VST version works in the convenFirst, the softtional manner. That is, each plug-in can
ware comes in two
be separately loaded and used indepenforms: DirectX
dently.
and VST. The
However, Ifound that when Iused a
DirectX uses a third-party VST wrapper to convert the
proprietary interVST versions to DirectX to use with
face into which
audio editors that don't support VST, I
you can -load up to five different
had some problems with ScratchFree.
Algorithmix Pro-PlugIns. Ifound the
With one audio editor, ScratchFree
provide avery high
quality of digital
restoration. The
software is easy to
learn and apply and
the user manuals
provide good explanation and documentation.

Noise Profile EQ
rithms devoted to specific kinds of impulsive noise: A is for vinyl, B is for digital
and C is for 78 rpm material. Any or all
of the Interpolation settings can be selected and at any given time at least one will
be in effect.
For experts only
Additionally ScratchFree has three
"Expert Parameters" that fine-tune the
DeClicker part of the processing.
"Width" affects how wide aclick will be
affected. Ifound that the higher the
Width control is set, the more likely the
DeClicker might produce artifacts at a
given setting.
Essentially there is a trade-off. If you
need to remove very wide clicks, then
you may have to reduce the Threshold
setting of the DeClicker to prevent artifacts. Reducing the threshold setting may
allow some smaller clicks to sneak
through the DeClicker. One way around
this is to first remove the wide clicks, and
then rerun ScratchFree with the width
parameter set lower and the Threshold set
higher to catch the remaining clicks that
slipped through the first time.
The second Expert Parameter is
"Smooth." In some applications, removing impulsive noise also can adversely
impact the brilliance of arecording. The
Smooth control is designed to adjust for
this. It can help to restore lost brilliance.
DePlop is the final Expert Parameter.
It is designed to deal with subsonic artifacts that can be created by the click
removal process. Essentially the control
determines detection range of the DePlop
algorithm.
What about crackle?
To remove any remaining small clicks
and crackles, ScratchFree has a second
process called DeCrackler. DeCrackler
has two sliders: Detect and Remove.
Detect adjusts the width of the frequency
range thai will be affected by
DeCrackler, and Remove determines the
amount of crackles that will be removed.
The higher you move each of the two
sliders, the more crackle will be reduced.
Moving them too high can adversely
affect the brilliance and/or clarity of
the material. Both NoiseFree and
ScratchFree have a "Differ" button that
allows you to hear what each plug-in is
removing.
Ifound that ScratchFree was able to
remove as much noise as other similar
software that Iregularly use, but it did so
without creating the artifacts that plague
most impulsive noise reduction software.
In my experience, ScratchFree successfully removed large amounts of impulsive
noise while leaving the resulting sound
clean and crisp.
Together, NoiseFree and ScratchFree

wouldn't retain its settings when the program was closed and reopened. In another, ScratchFree would crash the program
if Itried to chain two or more copies
together.
These are relatively minor problems.
Because of the high-quality sound produced by the plug- ins, Iam more than
willing to put up with a slight inconvenience.
In summary, I have adopted
Algorithmix's NoiseFree and ScratchFree
for almost all of my digital audio restoration work. In most cases the quality of
restoration is superior to other software I
have used to date.
Read Burgan is afreelance writer and
former public radio station manager specializing in digital audio restoration.
Reach him at (906) 296-0652 or via email at rgb@chartermi.net.
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AEQ Eases Load for Roving Reporters
PAW- 120 Offers Journalists Easy- Start Recording,
XLR Mie Cable, Various Outputs, Color Display
by Herbert Sedation
Radio Freelance Reporter
MOTCOMBE, England My first
impression of the AEQ PAW- 120 was
that it looked and felt very much like a
cellphone, but less plastic- like and
made of aluminum. This is a handheld
device that fits neatly in one's pocket or
bag, which means that it can be carried
all the time — not just when you specifically go out reporting.
Two AA batteries power the recorder.
Ihave made these last around eight
hours; you can use rechargeables but
the PAW- 120 will not charge them
internally. At first, the 512 MB internal
recording memory the unit comes with
doesn't seem like much, but this
equates to 100 minutes mono linear
recording.
This device is more suitable for field
reporting than location recording, so
using the various MP2 or MP3 options
means this maximum recording time
can be increased significantly, especially when using some of the speech
recording options. Ifound that the optimal 128 kbps MP3 setting gives amore
than adequate nine hours recording time
— certainly longer than on aMiniDisc.
Linear recordings, although excellent in

audio quality, take longer to download
to the PC using the USB connection.
Unlike many similar recorders, the
unit has mic-in, line- in, line-out and
headphone outputs, all on 3.5 mm minijack sockets. Supplied with the unit is
an XLR mic cable, which terminates on
a special latching connector with two
jacks, meaning users don't need to worry about aloose connection or the plug
being pulled out during recording.
First on the scene
There also is an internal microphone.
Initially Ithought Iwould never use
this, but when I needed to start a
recording quickly without having my
mic handy, Iwas surprised with the
quality. Although you do get handling
noise, it is not as bad as you would
expect and the quality using the built-in
AGC was more than sufficient for
broadcast. The voice-activated recording also was easy to use and ideal for
when you have to leave the PAW- 120
recording on the table before a press
conference starts.
It is fairly easy to set up templates
for recording, depending upon where
the audio is destined. You can easily set
the filenames — including extension,
which is useful when transferring into

that quirky DAW at the studio — and
various sample rates, including 32, 44.1
and 48 kHz; and the audio format
including
PCM linear, MP2 and MP3 in both
raw and BWF formats. You also choose
either mono or stereo.
There also are anumber of templates,
depending upon which input you are
using. You can set the default gain,

Ever wish you
could just move
the post?
Program logs can't map out the surprises in your broadcast day. But serving
your listeners means getting severe weather bulletins, extra traffic reports,
and other breaking news on the air immediately.
Audio Time Manager
lets you insert
important, unplanned
content into a network show and still have it end on time. II No More
make- goods. II No more returning " already in progress."
No loss of content. I No listener whiplash!
If you can press two buttons, you can make extra time when you need it.
With audio quality so transparent it will amaze you.

Move the post instead of crashing into it.
Audio Time Manager. Because its about time.

25- Seven Systems, Inc. • Boston, MA • 888.257.2578 • www.25-seven.com
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boost and even 5 V phantom power, but
Ionly used a dynamic external microphone, which worked very well.
The unit appears as aUSB device on
either Mac or PC using the supplied
cable, although Iwould have preferred
to see it as a faster USB-2 device.
However downloading is no slower than
other comparable units in the market.
Indeed, you don't need to plug in the
supplied external PSU in order to connect to your computer.
No card
Some may say that only having internal memory with no removable media
card is a drawback. However having
tried other units that do, they all seem
to be more reliable in transferring audio
via USB rather than acard reader. This
therefore does not impact on the AEQ
PAW- 120's lack of removable memory
card.
The dual color display is excellent
and easy to see, even in bright sunlight.
Although the buttons and their functions don't appear at first to be logical, I
soon got used to them. The display
shows clear VU meters and an indication status of key parameters like duration, battery status, input and gain. The
speaker does not produce much volume,
but it is ideal for checking and reviewing recordings by holding the unit to
your ear like a cell phone if you don't
have your earphones ( also supplied)
handy.
The PAW- 120 also has abasic waveform editor. This only works on linear
files but enables simple clipping and
edit lists. Good for playing in- clips
"down-the-line," it's abit fiddly at first.
You soon get used to the functionality.
Iused the PAW- 120 on a number of
reporting assignments. One of the best
features was being able to simply slide
up the recording button to start recording; no complicated menus to navigate
to get that vital audio clip. It also was
handy to have a physical slider button
to enable or disable the AGC; this was
particularly useful in noisy environments such as abusy exhibition or trade
show. The record levels can be manually adjusted easily ( but not with the
internal mic). And it was useful to lay
down markers during the recording.
The PAW- 120 does what it says it
does. It's a handheld recorder full of
features and is suitable for reporting
and longer interviews. Ihave found it to
be reliable, but more important, I
haven't lost an important recording, as I
always seem to do on other recorders.
For more information, contact AEQ
in Florida at (800) 728-0536 or visit
www.aeqbroadcast.com.
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Olympus Debuts
DS-Series
Olympus offers three digital audio
devices that can be used to capture audio
or listen to podcasts. Software included
with the DS-30, DS-40 and DS-50 eases
the downloading of audio content, such
as podcasts, from a Web site. Memory
from 256MB (DS-30) to 512 MB (DS40) to 1GB ( DS-50) enables recording
times ranging up to 275 hours.
MP3 and WMA files can be downloaded and played back on the devices.
PC Link allows the recorders to connect

Sound Devices 702 Records, Plays to CF
The two-channel 702 from Sound Devices is afilebased digital audio recorder that records to, and plays
back audio from, removable Compact Flash cards. It
writes and reads uncompressed PCM audio at 16 or 24
bits with sampling rates between 32 kHz and 192 kHz.
5
-1'
702
Compressed (MP3) audio playback also is supported.
000 •••••••
1=2(•••:,:d
••••
•••• •• ••••••
The 702's audio path includes Sound Devices microphone preamps with phantom power, limiters and highpass filters. The company says the preamps are
designed for high-bandwidth digital recording at high
bit rates. Other key features include sunlight-viewable
LED level metering.
The removable rechargeable battery is aSony-compatible Li-ion camcorder cell. The Compact Flash card appears as aremovable storage device when connected via the FireWire port to Windows or Mac OS computers. Additional highlights include
AES3 (XLR) or AES3id (unbalanced AES on BNC) digital inputs and AES3id outputs.
For more information, contact Sound Devices in Wisconsin at (608) 524-0625 or visit www.sounddevices.com.
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DIGITAL VOICE RECOPOE
DS- 50

Olympus DS-50
to a PC via the included USB cable for
downloading of audio files to and from a
computer.
The company says the XSHQ
Remarkable Stereo Sound Quality mode
enables the devices to record and play
audio content up to 44.1 kHz, which it
says is equal to the sound quality of most
CDs. The devices also offer microphones
that can detach from their bodies, allowing interviewers to clip the DS- Series'
microphone onto ashirt or tie and record
in high fidelity at the flip of aswitch.
Olympus says users of the DS-Series
digital recorders will appreciate the control provided by the variable speed playback settings. After capture, the slow
playback option allows recordings to be
listened to with playback that is up to 50
percent slower that real time, and fast
playback that is up to 50 percent faster
than real time. Slow playback helps to
eliminate the need for users to listen to
the same recording multiple times to hear
what was said, and with fast playback
they can skip ahead to important sections
when transcribing dictation.
When the voice confirmation is turned
on, users can easily navigate the folders
and various setup options, which enables
visually challenged users to move
through the device's menus, folders and
setup options.
The DS- Series of recorders are currently available.
For more information, contact
Olympus America at (800) 622-6372 or
visit www.olympusamerica.com.

Meet The New Innkeepers
(they're avery functional family)

We've refined our innkeeper 1(x) line, gussied it up, gave it some
great new features, expanded its family AND lowered the cost!
Why take a successful line like the innkeeper 1 and
change it? Because we knew we could make it better
AND lower your cost!

The Guest Module 1 gives you remote acces; to the
on- hook/ off- hook and dial features of the innkeeper 1x
series digital hybrids, using an 8pin RJ45 modular cable.

For starters, we've combined the features of the
innkeeper 1and the innkeeper 1xinto a single hybrid
that's more than the sum of its parts. As with the
original, the new innkeeper lx is afull-featured phone
line interface which uses a proprietary dual-convergence
echo canceller algorithm. It's designed to achieve
excellent separation without any setup, and without
sending anoise burst down the line. Plus, we've added
an RS- 232 connector for remote control applications and
made them globally-compliant.

The RIU-IP interface contains a web serve - which
allows you to send and receive control data throLgh your
web browser. It can be connected to your computer NIC
card for direct control, to a switch or hub for network
control, or to an ethernet port with internet ac:ess for
control from anywhere in the world.

For remote control, we've now got t

JK Audio
TOOLS FOR SUCCESSFUL RADIO

I
nn keeperl xis morethan afacelift. Moretha nan upgraded
feature set. It's a comprehensive, streamlinec hybrid
environment that gives you the tools you need tc control
it from anywhere. Visit us on the web or give us acall to
learn more about innkeeper 1x.

www.jkaudio.com
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JK Audio, Inc. Sandwich, IL 60548 USA • Toll Free: 800-552-8346 • Tel: 815-786-2929 • Fax: 815-786-8502 • info@jkaudio.com

8Channel Web & Voice Remote Control System

The VVVRC-3 provides acost-effective. one rack-unit solution for web aased and/or
recordable vo ce resper se dial-up transmitter site control. The WVRC-8 was designed
from ausers point of view, so all of the basic funct:onality you need is included to
control your site equipment. while including the accessories other manufacturers
consider optional. Each analog, status, silence sensor and power failure input can be
configured to email up to four individual email addresses, allowing different input alarms
to be routed to differert email recipients The W\/RO-8 is equipped with abrowser
based 100-eient program scheduler for relay control and alarm muting, along with an
8192 event alarm logger. The user can aso elect asound effect to play when an out
of tolerance alarm is generated. We have also prov•ded SNMP capabilities to allow
multiple units to be mon tored with any SMNP manager software package. The VVVRC-

111

8is equipped with eight high-resolution analog (telemetry) channels, while each of the
eight optically isolated status channels may be configured for 5to 24vdc wet or ary
(contact closures) status monitoring. The eight control channels are equipped with
incependent SPST one-amp relays for each raise/on and lower/off functicn. These
relays may be latched, unlatched or momentar ly closed. The VVVRC-8 is supplied
with spoken words and phases in English, while the user is free to record words and
phases in their language. In addition, the VVVRC-8 may be programmed for dial- up
operation via HyperTerminal. while the Java applet programming can be performed
using your favorite web browser. System expansion may be accomplished by cascadilg
multiple VVVRC-8's on the same telephone line and/or Ethernet switch. Future external
add-on products may be attached via the BT- Link expansion port.

BROADCAST

WVRC-8
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Web Based Remote Control

The tiny TOOLS WRC-4 is afresh approach to remote site monitoring and control or
providing an inex3ensive solution to Internet enabling your present remote control
system. The WRC-4, combined with web access and your favorite web browser, brings
you the following features, all available i
- this small, but powerful tiny TOOL: Apowerful
built-in web-server with non-volatile memoy, 10/100baseT Ethernet port four channels
each of high -esolution telemetry inputs with alarge monitoring range; optically-isolated
status ( contaot closures or external voltages) inputs: normally open dry one amp relays;
open collecto -outputs; front panel status indicators, asingle front panel temperature
sensor and 4-email notification add -esses. The VVRC-4 is also SNMP enabled. The
VVRC-4 has been carefully RFI proofed, while including the accessories other
manufacture -sconsider optional. The WRC-4 is supp ied with plug-in euroblock screw
terminals an loaded with ageneric web page that may be edited by the end user.
The VVRC-4 works witi either dynamic or static IP addresses ( when used with a
dynamic IP, an inexpersive cable or DSL router may be required). Multiple VVRC-4s
may be used with auser provided Ehernet hub. The WRC-4 may be set on adesktop.
mounted on awall or up to four units mounted on the RA- 1, Rack-Able mounting shelf.
4111
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AVII-8

Voice Remote Control

The AVR-8 is avoice remote control system that automatically reports changes
detected on any of its eight digital inputs to aremote telephone and/or pager.
After speaking agreetirg message that may identify the source of the call, the
AVR-8 then speaks aunique message for each input change. Each message
comes factory programmed, but may easily be re-recorded with your own
customized messages. After reporting. the AVR-8 allows you to give it commands
through your telephone keypad. Functions include telling the AVR-8 to report
on the input state of any of the eight digital inputs, commanding the AVR-8 to
pulse any one of its four relays for 750 ms and/or turning any one of : he relays
on or off. When arelay command is given. the AVR-8 speaks the relay ' name'
followed by the ' on' or ' off' message. Fo- instance, commanding relay 4 ON
causes the AVR-8 to turn the relay on and then report " Relay 4 ... is on." As
with the greeting and input messages, the relay ' name', ' on' and ' off' messages
may be re-recorded if desired.
In addition to initiating acall out when inputs change, the AVR-8 monitors its
telephone line to receive acall- in from aremote location. When acall is received.
the AVR-8 speaks agreeting message, and is then ready to receive and execute
commands to report on its inputs, change to its relay outputs or turn on an audio
input to the te ephone line.
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VAD-2

Inners:Owe Prebier» Seirrng ro.,. for Brooch ° sr

Be sure to visit our website at

Voice/Pager Auto Dialer
with Silence Sensor

The tiny TOOLS VAD-2 is auser programnable two-input with integrated stereo silence
sensor, mult - number voice/pager auto dialer, designed for dial out voice message
notification. The VAD-2 has two dry contact inputs and stereo silence sensor, which,
when tripped, will sequentially dial up to four different phone numbers and play back a
user recorded message corresponding to tie tripped ir put. The VAD-2 is also equipped
with two SPST one amp relays for the control of external equipment. The VAD-2 can
store up to four 32 digit phole numbers and one 32 digit pager phone number which
may be associated with any of the t\n,o inputs and/or stereo silence sensor. The VAD-2
is capable of remote or IDcal configuration and message recording with atotal recording
time of 16 seconds. The two SPST relays may be p-ogrammed for momentary, latching
or tone duration operation. The VAD-2 may be set on adesktop, mounted on awall or
up to four unas mountec on the RA- 1. RacK-Able mounting shelf.

www.broadcasttools.com

for

downloadable manuals, complete product
la111111,

information, and a list of dealers.

BROADCAST
Ph: 360.854.9559 • Fax: 360.854.9479
support@broadcasttools.com • www.broadcasttools.com
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MZ-M200 Records,
Plays in Hi-MD, MD Formats
Sony says its MZ-M200 Hi-MD
recorder represents the next generation of MiniDisc technology.
The unit is a suitable recording/playback tool for journalists,
offering the ability to record and
play in both the Hi-MD and MD
formats. It also has larger buttons
for basic record and playback
operations, and atrue overload indicator and manual recording level control.
"Especially important is the audio quality provided by the included ECM-DS7OP
stereo microphone," said Paul Foschino, senior manager for professional audio in Sony's
Broadcast and Production Systems Division.
The MZ-M200 accepts removable 1GB MiniDiscs for up to 94 minutes of linear
PCM uncompressed recording time and up to 34 hours in ATRAC3 Phis format. Hi-MD
media enables users to archive original recordings and facilitâtes data transfer. A USB
port for Macintosh and Windows/PC operating system provides connectivity for various
pro-recording applications including music, interviews and field recordings. The MZM22 also can transfer conventional MD self-recordings to Windows PC via USB.
The Hi-MD MZ-M200 is available at asuggested retail price of $439.95.
To find the nearest Sony dealer or service location, call (800) 686-SONY ( 7669) or
visit www.sony.com/professional.

Edirol R-09 Is Recorder, Microphone
BSW says with the Edirol R-09 WAV/MP3 recorder,
the world is yours — or at least the world of audio.
ED1ROL
The R-09 offers 24-bit uncompressed recording and
astereo mic, and captures sound at either 44.1 kHz or
48 kHz sample rates. Users can record and playback in
MP3 format as well (up to 320 kbps). Recorded files
can be monitored through the R-09's headphone jack
Mein RMPS AMA,
and/or exported to a computer via USB. The R-09
rs,
*et*:
A
records to Secure Digital Flash memory cards, which
are similar to but adifferent size than Compact Flash
memory cards.
The stereo microphone offers dedicated input control, mono/stereo selector, low-cut filter and gain boost.
•
Maul
leffl Rte. PO.
R-011,
The R-09 has a 1/8- inch minijack mic input for use
with an external microphone. It also comes with a
reverb processor for added richness to the playback.
Version 1.10 adds support for the SDHC standard for SD memory cards, allowing
for card storage sizes beyond 2GB.
The Edirol R-09 lists for $450.
For more information, contact Broadcast Supply Worldwide in Washington state at
(800) 426-8434 or visit www.bswusa.com.

Omni or Cardioid,
You've Got It Coverea.

Forget tapes, discs, cards End cables.
Just pick up a FlashMic and go.
Combining abroadcast-quality FlEsh recorder
with aSennheiser mic capsule, HI- B's new
FlashMic is perfect for interviewing, journalism
and any type of voice recording.
One button press is all it takes to start
recording in either linear or MPEG 2 formats.
1GB of built-in memory stores amassive 18
hours/999 tracks of recordings and it's easy
and quick to transfer files for editing or onward
transmission via FlashMic's builtir USB
interface.
Power comes from standard AA
batteries and the included FlashMic Manager
software makes it easy for individual users
or news organizations to configur2 single or
multiple FlashMics for particular applications
and file
naming protocols.
Available with
cardioid or omni
capsules, FlashMic
is all you need for
broadcast-quality
recording.
So just pick up aFlashMic and go.
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With the ONLY 1,800+ page catalog of the
NEWEST information 4 times a year, and daily
updates to over 740,000 products on-line, you
can depend on Mouser for easy ordering in
nanoseconds'
•

mouser.com

•••rago—aor

MOUSER

ELECTRONICS
a th company

(
800) 346-6873

The Newest P:oducts
For Your Newest Designs

The NEWEST Semiconductors IPassives IInterconnects IPower IElectromechanical ITest, Tools & Supplies
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FlashMic

THE WORLD'S FIRST DIGITAL RECORDING MICROPHONE

www.flashmicinfo

Ornituted ir the USA and Latin America by. Semheiser Bectronic Ca,p.
1Enterprise Drive MI Lyme CT 06371 USA • Tet 860-434-9190 • Fax 860-434-1759 • immtebusacorn
Latin Americx Telephone 52-55-5639-0956 • Fax 52-55-5639-9482 • Distributed In Canada by (made let 416-W-9000 Fax: 416-867-1080
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Zoom H4 Adds Function

Fostex Releases Smaller Version of FR2

To Prevent Distortion

Fostex debuted its FR-2LE two-channel
digital field recorder, the smaller version of
its FR2.
The FR-2LE records BWF (
stereo or
mono) or MP3 files to Type II Compact
Flash or microdrive cards, at up to 24
bit/96 kHz resolution. Features include
phantom powering, editing functionality
and USB 2.0, which allows high-speed
transfer to Mac or PC. The company says a
pre-record buffer ensures that no vital takes are missed.
The company says in order to eliminate overwriting, one take equals one file system. Additional
highlights include backlit display, auto file closing to save recording data and awired remote controller supplied as standard. Approximate eight-hour operation possible with Tamiya RC3600HV,
Ni-MH battery.
Visit www.fostexdvd.net for FR-2software updates.
For more information, including pricing, contact Fostex America in California at (310) 329-2960
or visit www.fostex.com.

The Zoom H4 digital recorder
from Samson is suitable for
recording live performances,
interviews and podcasts. It
records 24 bit/96 kHz digital
audio as well as in MP3 format
with bit rates up to 320 kbps.
The latest system version,
1.10, fixed a problem with the
encoder software that could
cause excessive modulation
noise when recording MP3s
using 256 kbps or VBR; and
added a function for selecting
the type of host computer when
using the H4 as an audio interface. The company says this
helps to prevent waveform distortion when asound source with
little harmonics content, such as
asine wave signal, is input.
The H4 features two electret
condenser microphones configured in an X/Y pattern for true
stereo recording. It also includes
two combination XLR 1/4-inch
input jacks with phantom power for use with external microphones.
Additionally, the H4 has onboard studio effects such as compression, limiting and mic modeling. A 1/8-inch headphone jack also is
provided for monitoring.
The H4 records on to Secure Digital media, and a 128 MB SD
card is included with the unit. With a2GB SD memory card, the H4
provides up to 380 minutes of recording in 16-bit mode, and 34
hours in MP3 stereo mode. The H4 includes a USB mass-storage
interface for moving recordings to aMac or PC.
The H4 offers four hours of continuous recording operation for
two AA batteries. A backlit, 128 x64 pixel LCD provides the visual
interface. An AC adapter, USB cable, windshield cover and tripod
adapter are included.
Additional highlights include a four-track recording mode for
mobile multitrack recording. The H4 also serves as a USB audio
interface for direct recording of instruments and vocals to your computer. The Zoom H-4 retails for $499.
For more information, contact Samson Technologies Corp. in New
York at (631) 784-2200 or visit www.samsontech.com.

111

M-Audio Updates Firmware
For MicroTrack 24/96
M- Audio has downloadable new
firmware for its MicroTrack 24/96 two-channel digital recorder, which records WAV and
MP3 files to Compact Flash or microdrives.
The company says MicroTrack's ability to
record directly to MP3 files and transfer
them to the computer means users can e-mail
or post recordings to the Web instantly.
Users can record via balanced line inputs
or high-fidelity microphone preamps with
phantom power for studio-quality mics.
Connect MicroTrack to a PC or Mac via
USB, and drag and drop recordings to a
computer for editing or Web posting. Power derives from aLithium-ion battery, and the unit can
recharge via the computer's USB connection or USB power adapter.
Balanced 1/4-inch TRS line ins ease the taking of afeed directly from astudio or club mixer.
S/PDIF input means users can record the output of digital mixers and do transfers from other digital
recording,/storage devices. Regardless of the recording method, users can monitor via the 1/8-inch
stereo headphone jack or RCA line outs.
MicroTrack 24/96 ships with free Mac and PC versions of Audacity editing software.
Additionally, the Mac version can be downloaded from the company's Web site.
For more information, including pricing, contact M-Audio in California at (626) 633-9050 or visit www.m-audio.com.
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MATCHING
AMPLIFIERS...
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Efficient
Fittective

Redbox RB-UL4
Quad Stereo Unbalanced to Balanced Converter

Redbox RB-UL1
Single Stereo Unbalanced
to Balanced Converter
(a Converts 2 xRCA
unbalanced inputs
to 2 x XLR balanced outputs.

eConverts 8xRCA

unbalanced
inputs to 8 x XLR
balanced outputs.

e 111 rack unit can be surface mounted.
e

e Rack- mount available.

Ideal for balancing domestic outputs for surround
sound applications.

RADIO WORLD'S
Products and Sers ices Showcase
Il ros ides a perfect medium for
marketing your products and services.

Redbox RB-UL2
Dual Stereo Unbalanced
to Balanced Converter

e

Converts 4 x RCA
unbalanced
inputs to 4 xXLR balanced outputs.

e Can be surface mounted and

Redbox RB-LU4
Quad Stereo Balanced to Unbalanced Converter

e Converts 8xXLR balanced inputs to 8 xRCA
e

1U

rack unit can be
surface mounted.

optionally front or rear rack- mounted.

www.sonife

For more information. contact

unbalanced outputs.

Claudia \ an Veen
at 703-998-7600 ext. 154
to request a media kit.

INDEPENDENT

CATALOGUE

T: 207 773 2424
E: info@independentaudio.com
www.independentaudio.com

-

•

•

SIX MILLION

MO

THUNDERSTORMS HIT
[ANET EARTH EVERY YEAR!
IlliallIeNpNE TO
PUT YOU OFF THreir

Ultra Slim - 30W, 50W, 100W
Exciter/Transmitters
New Features on the LEX Series Include:

-

• Built-in Stereo Generator with Vei7-Pligrepari-tion and Fast Audio Clipper
• Up to Seven Frequencies, Power Levels, and Program Presets ( remote controllable):

The STATI-CAT LIGHTNING
PRB'ENTION SYSTEM provides
acontinuous, low- resistance
discharge path For the static
electric charge on tall structures
Dissipation points are 1/8"
stainless steel rods.

Ideal Back Up for Multiple Stations
• Rear Panel Connection for Direct DC Battery Back Up with Auto Switch Over and
Euilt-in Charger
• Euilt-in. Front Panel User Programmable FSK ID Keyer for Auto ID of Translators

This affordable and rugged system has
prcrfn itself-in the Field for over 20 years.

Cortapá
Vtrite or can for a¡ff... brochure and de,irin
P.O. Bon 2S48, Farmington. N.M. 82499 2548
'oil Free: 888- 32S-S136 • Far*: SOS- 326-2331• www.cortanacorporation.rom

619 239 8462

bext@bext corn

w.bext.com

Do tirtPliendFd Livr t7P•nntF

o ng a evas ating ower co apse on iecérnber 31st,
th2 following iidividuals and businesses assisted us in getti
us back on the air within aweek of our initial contact. .

nr7--rn nrer flr Corrfrrfier
Prrrirf r Prilgo eft eel in! rrfprr
E) The DR-10 is a Dial -Up remote control with telephone
audio input and output for remote broadcasting

ERI

E> If your automation works with satellite netwodis, you

Tom el man

can use the DR10's relay outputs to fire commercials.
liners. etc. Save SS with no staff needed at the studio!

Ernieiones

D Use the DPDT Mays to insert the phone audio directty
into the program path when necessary, espseaty for
emergencies or to bypass your automation misytein.

toMeti

E> When used with our Silencer

Option. the DR- l0 is the
ONLY product available that completely rerr oyes DT!, 1=
control tones from the audio path for clean re-notes

ichard
b Pie

GEt thr DR- I0 & st7vi

ner
David,Copeland

saving money now!
www.circuitwerices.corn
CircuitVVErkEs. Inc. -

DIGITAL ANTENNA MONITORS
En-Stock-Available for
Immediate () ethers

r
--

LBA Technology is your proven, worldwide
supplier of HD radio ready AM antenna systems.

i."•:=ArS".

•. Price US$2700.00
\Ain operate with arn remote

i
t- •

•

2Towers
ontod uquipment.

Our array of RF products includes directional
antenna systems, diplexers and triplexen, ATU's,
and components for every power level. LBA
systems are designed and custom fabricated to
your distinct requirements.

Price US$2100.00
2Towers
For AM directions with studio located at transmitter site.
These monitors are state-of-the-art instruments of unequalled
accuracy (. 5% or better on ratio and . 5° or better on phase)
arid stabilly. With typical modulation the true ratio readout of
these monitors is a tactor of 10 more stable than instruments
that measure normalized amplitude. and :heir phase readouts
afe rock solid. Phase sign is automatic, no extra operation. In
addition tc the analog DC outputs for remote control the Model
C:MR has a multiple»ed BCD digital outpi.t which can be used
to drive the Remote Indicator Model CMR-1. RF inputs have
dual protection. Gas discharge tubes across the sample line
terminations plus relay protection.

GORMAN1 REDLICH MFG. CO.
257 W. Union St. Athens, Ohio 45701
Phone 740-193-3150 • FAX 74(1-592-3898
www.gorman-red[ch.com/jimgcà gorman-redlich.com

We put our 40 years of AM RF experience into
helping you reach farther and sound better!
See what we can do for you at www.LBAgroup.
corn or call us at 252-757-0279

LBA Technology, Inc.
IsL.Kfl
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CDR310 Has Pre-,

HHB Has Cardioid Model FlashMic
HHB has expanded the FlashMic range with the debut of the FlashMic DRM85-C,
a cardioid version to accompany the original omni-directional DRM85 portable
recording microphone.
Both models share the
same feature set, which
includes 1GB flash memory
for up to 18+ hours recording, USB audio data transfer,
apreamplifier with full manual or automatic gain control
and an illuminated LCD display. Nine user templates
also are included, which can
be configured externally
using the supplied FlashMic
Manager software.
"Some of our broadcast
users have been requesting a
more directional FlashMic
specifically for use in environments in which there are
high ambient sound levels,
such as press scrums and
conflict zones," said Ian Jones, HHB managing director.
HHB also updated the firmware for the original DRM85. Version 4.0 includes a
new flash file system, which retains recordings even if the batteries are removed
while in Record mode; and the facility to introduce cue points during playback,
enabling the user to begin compiling the finished piece once the interview is over.
The company says this process is enhanced by the ability to skip between tracks
and markers in playback. Meter decay characteristics are improved and the facility to
meter level in both Idle and Play modes is useful when preparing for an interview.
Additional highlights include the ability to transfer MPEG encoded files with
either WAV or MP2 extensions. Existing users can upgrade free of charge via the
HHB Web site.
For more information, contact HHB 'sdistributor Sennheiser USA in Connecticut
at (860) 434-9190 or visit www.sennheiserusa.com.

Background Record Modes
Marantz says its CDR310 portable field recorder frees the user from the constraints
of system-based solutions. It features ahard drive; it records 16-bit audio in CDDA,
WAV, AIFF or MP3 file formats and then bums aCD. Highlights include an LCD status
screen, one-touch recording and Background Record and Adjustable Pre-Record modes.
The Pre-Record mode is engaged by powering up. The company says this creates a
rolling buffer of recorder audio, up to 10 seconds long (user-selectable). Once the
event has begun, the Rec-Pause function activates Background Record mode. If
there's abreak in action, the user hits Pause; if anything important happens it's captured on the CDR310's hard drive.
When the event resumes, and the Pause control released, the CDR310 gives the
option of deciding whether to keep the audio captured during Background Record.
Other modes include Silent Skip and Adjustable Audio Track.

The system records at 44.1 kHz sample rate, and the hard drive holds up to 110
hours of material (MP3 mono). Users select the file type before recording.
At the conclusion of an event recording, the audio file can be burned to the CD
immediately. Users press the Make CD button and follow the on-screen prompts. For
events more than 80 minutes long in CDDA format, the CDR310 offers CD Split
burning, automatically dividing the contents over multiple discs.
The CDR310 accepts AA alkaline batteries, or optional Ni Cad and Ni-MH
rechargeables. Using the optional RB1651 battery, the CDR310 delivers up to four
hours of continuous operation. It retails for $ 1,049.99.
For more information, contact D&M Professional in Illinois at (630) 741-0330 or
visit www.d-mpro.com.
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If We Were aBank....
...you'd be throwing money at us! Banks are paying, what, 5% or so
on money market accounts? Meanwhile, our "investors" - broadcasters
like yourself - are reaping ridiculous returns on their money. One client's
$149 investment returns $3000 within two weeks. Another picks up the
same promotion and does $6000!. Then there's our friend Bruce, GM at
asmall market station up north, whose modest investment in our Winter
Safety Tips has returned over $30,000 to date! Visit GraceBroadcast.com
today for free demos, sales helps, and ahealthy return on your investment!
LIJI../

—

The industry's top newspaper for radio managers

°4£'3)

Free Demos.

GRACE BROADCAST SALES
Sound Ideas for Building Business 94

Quesiiiin.!Call us loll- tree ( KM 472-23f18.

www.gracebroadcast.com

and engineers can now be delivered right to your
desktop — no matter where you are.
Digital subscribers get all the same great features
of the print edition and then some, with links to
manufacturer Web sites and rich media content. You'll
receive an email notification when the issue is ready
to view: Just click on the link provided and it's all right
there in your browser. Read the issue on line or print
out the pages — it's your choice!
To sign up for your FREE digital subscription, simply
go to wvvw.radioworld.com/subscribe/rwus/digital and
fill out the form.*
•Signing up for the digital edition of Radio World in no way affects your

ATTENTION
PROVIDERS!
Promote your services tO
Radio Worlin readers.
Reach Radio Station
owners/managers and
engineers with your message.
For information on affordable
advertising call Claudia at
1-703-998-7600, ext. 154.

NEW SALES BO•
OSTERS
from (., i
: r' . 1 I
1:( ,
,
rtgre.,,, e.',
, ; . r1 I:.
Fully produced & market exclusive
:30- or : 60- sec. radio features you
can download immediately and
START SELLING TODAY!

*NATIONAL AGRICULTURE WEEK
March 18-24. 2007

*HOME IMPROVEMENT TIPS
*GARDENING TIPS
*SPRING CAR CARE TIPS
-Free Demos & Sales Material:,
now at Gracafiroarical.cna,

-

Makes Sense! (
Dollars, too.)

subscription to the print edition.

E-mail Claudia Van Veen at cvanveen®imaspub.com
or caN 1-703-998-7600 x 154 to reserve your space.

"Broadcast Equipment Exchange" accepts no responsibility for the condition of the equipment listed or for the specifics of transactions made between buyers and sellers.

ACOUSTICS
WANT TO SELL

AcousticsFirstl
":=883-765-2900
Full product line for sound
control & noise elimination.
www.acousticstirst.com
ANTENNAS/
TOWERSiCABLES
WANT TO SELL
NEED TOWERS
UT UP? Let's
talk. 91!)-658-21!10
Stainless 375 Foot, 24 inch
stainless Tower - $7500.00 OBO —
call Ca -IHaynes 6111-573-2445

AM Ground Systems
Reliable, On-time Installation
Quality Wo ,kmanship
Grou id System Evaluation
and Repair
www..amgroun isystems.com

I407-766-2999
FCC COMPLIANCE

TOWER SIGNS

AM & FM Tower Signs
ASR-Tower Registration
Standard & Custom signs
Guy Wire Protectors - Ant. Tage
ANTENNA ID PRODUCTS
antennalDemsn.com
Free Catalog
610-45E-8418

COMPLETE
FACILITIES
WANT TO SELL
NEW OR USED
S
COMPLETE PACKAGES
STUDIO/STUTRANSMITTER
/ANTENNA OR ANY
COMBINATION OF ABOVE
-LEASE OPTIONS-EMERGENCY RENTALS-REMOTE BROADCAST
RENTALSSCMS, Inc. ( 800) 438-6040
You Know We Know Radio - S
CONSOLES/MIXERS
WANT TO SELL
LPB Blue 5c consoles — We've got
about five of them in good
condition. We will let them go
"as is" for $650.00 each plus
S&H.
Contact Mike Raley at
(704)
523-5555
or
e-mail
mraley@bbnradio.org for pictures.
LIMITERS/AUDIO
PROCESSING

NEED DONATION
Non-profit
radio
station/
organization seeks donations of
radio equipment. We specifically
need a conso.e, a P3 or higher
computer,
s'udio and field
microphones, mic
processor,
studio monitors, CD players, a
hard-drive based field recorder
and a telephone audio interface.
Email: ColinCruz@TheBlast.FM
RECORDERS/PLAYERS
(PORTABLE/STUDIO)
WANT TO SELL
Rack- mounted TASCAM Reel to
reel #32, $600 plus shipping ( 0130).
Call Curt Marker 906-249-1423

Blueboxes
Zephyrs
POTS Codecs
RF/Audio Gear

FM Exciters
FM Power Amps
STL's
Test Equipment

EQUIPMENT

WANT TO BUY

WANT TO SELL

RCA 77-DX's & 44-0X's, any other
RCA ribbon mics, on-air lights, call
after 3PM CST, 972-271-7625.

Zephrus 4 card # 304 satellite
mainframe cad holder. Excellent
condition, best offer plus shipping.
Call Curt Marker 906-249-1423

(INCLUDES ON-AIR)
WANT TO SELL
Urban Ortimod — Serial # 520236
in good condition Please contact
Mike Raley at ( 704) 523-5555 for
more
information or e-mail
mraley@bbnradio.org for apicture.
Asking price is $2500.00 which
includes shipping.
Orban Optimod MOM Excellent
Condition — Re- capped. $ 1000.00
—Call Rick Keefer 505-763-4401
AUTOMATION
EQUIPMENT
WANT TO SELL
Now ara lable, radio automation
for the inux operating system.
Schedule music, voice track, create
shells, auto or announcer assist
mode, set intro and ending cues,
hit the vocal every time with your
voice lacks, execute exact time
events, join networks, and more.
The software is tree, there is a
small duplication fee. For more info
call 406.665.1832.
CERTIFICATION

Are your engineers
Certified?

SBE

SSE Certification
The ndustry Benchmark
%ww.sbe.org
± ) r6-9000

WANT TO BUY
1101110N 'ROAM »0 IRME 11100C10
new 8) rebuih for Elcom, Harris, CCA, CSI,
McMartin. Goodrich Ent.
11435
Monderson St. Omaha, NE 68164
402 493 1886 FAX 402 493 6821
Collector wants to buy: old vintage
pro gears, compressor/limiter,
microphone, mixing consoles,
amplifiers,
mic
preamps,
speakers, turntables, EU working
or not, working transformers ( UTC
Western
Electric),
Fairchild,
Western Electric, Langevin, RCA,
Gates, Urei, Altec, Pultec, Collins,
cash pick up 773-339-9035.
Looking for aPotomac FIM-21 or
FIM-41 Field Strength meter. Also
need a Delta 01B- I or 018- III
impedence bridge — contact
Plateau Management Co., Houston,
TX plateaumgmt@sbcglobal.net
PROMOTE YOUR BUSINESS!
ADVERTISE!
For more information, call
Claudia Van Veen
at 703.998.7600, ext. 154.
MONITORS
WANT TO SELL
Beier FM Mod Monitor FMM-2
(#160094), Stereo Monitor FMS,
(#170064) and Amplifier RFA1(#402609) — Sell as one unit for
$600.00 "as is". Please contact Mike
Raley at (704) 523-5555 or e-mail
mraley@bbnradio.org for pictures.

WANT TO SELL
Moseley SL90031:1-4S Digital STL
System. Bench time only. $ 10500.
Mark at Marcaelectric@afaz.net.
928-379-2411
Moseley Starlink Ti — Used for
10 months - $7800 new. $6500
plus shipping. Also PCL 505
receiver for $600. Call Jerry Evans
775-884-8000
TAPES/CARTS/
REELS/CDs
WANT TO BUY
Large or small collections of
16"
transcriptions
or
12"
transcriptions, not commercial
LPs. Bill Cook, 719-687-6357.
TRANSMITTERS/
EXCITERS/
TRANSLATORS

S

MISCELLANEOUS
AUDIO PROCESSING

(STL) AND RPU

If we don't have it, we will get it!
SCMS. INC. (800) 438-6040
-You Know We Know Radio"

SATELLITE
MICROPHONES

STUDIO-

REMOTE/

SWE RENT FOR LESS S

SPEAKERS AND
HEADPHONES
WANT TO BUY
Collector wants to buy old vintage
speaker & amplifier, McIntosh,
Marantz, Electo Voice, Jensen,
Altec, Tannoy Fisher, Dynaco,
cash pick up 7;3-339-9035
STATIONS
WANT TO SELL
CONNECTICUT HISPANIC AM
STATION FOR SALE, Southern CT
AM, huge Hispanic population
coverage, highest in state. 24
hour heritage station. Good
upside opportunity. For info 781848-4201 or sa esgroup@beld.net
OWN YOUR OWN!! Exclusive
Cash Cow Combo less than 100
miles from Atlanta with One of A
Kind Revenue stream. Hurry! This
one won't last long! RETIRE
DOWN
SOUTH- CALL
DAVE
HEDRICK-256413-2630
STUDIO
ACCESSORIES!
SUF PORT
WANT TO SELL

jsoft
The Leader in Broadcast
V Ec"",::..„
;;-•
Engineering Software

x

TRANSMITTER LINKS

MICROWAVE

WANT TO BUY
Teletronix LA-2A's, UREI LA-3A's
& LA-4's, Fairchild 660's & 670's,
any Pultec EQ's & any other old
tube compressor/limiters, call after
3PM CST, 972-271-7625.

Pioneer 300 Compact Disc
Autochanger. Two available. $200
each + shipping. Call Jerry Evans
775-884-8000

WANT TO SELL
RF Specialities of Missouri
USED TRANSMITTER HARRIS
DX- 25U Digital AM Transmitter
7-Yrs Old 1160- kHz - Like New Chris 800-467-7373
Continental 10 kW
3- phase
transmitter- FM 90.5 type 816R- 1A
available soon after Feb 1,2007.
Just taken out of service Feb 1.
Extra tubes and some spare parts.
Exciter not included.
Contact
Vernon H. Baker WPAR FM 540961-2377 or vbaker@vtacs.com

Professional Software packages for FCC
applications and predicting coverage.
W Create stunning " real-world" coverage maps and
interference studies using Longley-Rice. PTP, FCC,
ITU-R P.1546-1, and Okamura/Hata with Probe 3Tm
w Search for FM channels under spacings and
contour to contour protection using FMC.ommanderTM
• Prepare AM skywave and groundwave alloc,ation
studies and map FCC contours with AM- Pro"'
tio Plot STL paths over 3D terrain with Terr ain-3D",
Quality custom mapping and FCC
engineering consulting available
www.v-soft.com ( 8)0)743-3684
Bext Model FR 1000 solid state
FM transmitter. This needs repair
on the final output and will only
make 25%. Will let go "as is" for
$2500.00
plus
S&H. E-mail
mraley@bbnradio.org for pictures
and
information. Exciter
not
included.
RangeMaster Transmitters
LPAM AM band radio station

919-367-0607
License free with 1-2 nee range Great Sound
wenv.amlOGYangemaster corn

Radia Indiekt
0E1 Quantum 3.5 tuned to 91.7FM
in Decatur, AL. Installed in 1995
configured for 220 VAC single
phase. Good condition but the
combiner had a 'eating problem on
it and it will only make 2.5k. This is
disconnected and
ready for
immediate pickup. Quantum 300
exciter is included. Will let go "as
is" for $2795.00. Buyer will be
responsible for pick-up and
delivery. Exciter not
included
Please e-mail mraley@bbnradio.org
or call Mike at ( 7D4) 523-5555. Visit
www.bbradio.orq/sale

I

-Reach Broadcast Professionals! To advertise e-mail cvanveen@itiaspub.com

TRANSCOM CORPORATION
Serving the Broadcast Industry Since 1978
Transmitters and Broadcast Equipment for Radio & Telavision
Used FM Transmitiere

fxciters

300W & 600W Crown JBOC Amplifiers
1.5 KW
1983
BE FM 1.5A
2 KW
1999
Crown FM2000A
3.5 KW
1986
Harris HT 3.5
5 KW
1987
Harris FM5K1
7+ 700 Digitar2005
Harris Z16 HD
10 KW
2005
Harris Z10 CD
10 KW
2001
Henry 10,000D-95
20 KW
1985
Harris FM2OK
20 KW
1989
OEI FMO 20,000B
25 KW
1980
CSI-T-25-FA (Amp Only)
50 KW
1982
Harris Combiner w/auto excitertransmitter switcher
Used AM Transmitters
1KW
1KW
5KW
5KW
5KW
5KW
10 KW
10 KW
12 KW
50 KW

1980
1999
1996
1974
1982
1987
1985
2000
1999
1985

Continental 314R1
Harris Gates 1Solid State
Continental 3150 Solid State
Continental 315F
Harris MW5A
Harris MW5B
Continental 316F
Omnitronix 10,000A
Nautel XL12
Continental 317C2

Used, 2004, Harris Digit 2nd Generalon
New 20w & 30W Synthesized exciters
New TV Transmitters- Analoa and Delta(
OMB & Technalogix
VHF and UHF
TV Antennas
(10 W to 10 KW)
TV STL
Used TV Transmitters
1 KW UHF Axcerra 832A, CH 28
55 KW UHF GE 1159B, CH 25
55 KW UHF RCA TTU-55B, CH 25
Used Misc. Eauioment
Bird RF Thruline Wattmeter, 50S
Patch Panel, 3Port, 1-5/8"
Denon 720R cassette NEW
Potomac Phase Monitor 1901 Digitw 2Twr
Sola Voltage Reg. 60hz 1KVA s-phai e
Please vell our webslle for current listings.

dbx 150 Type 1 Noise reduction
system. Two available — Make offer.
Call Jerry Evans 775-884-8000

800-441-8454 • 215-938-7304 • FAX. + 1-215-938-7361

Otan iMX5050 — Two available in good
condition. $250 each + shipping. Call
Jerry Evans 775-884-8000

RETUNING & TESTING AVAILABLE • CALL US FOR A QUCTE!
-

www.fmamtv.com • E-mail: transcom

fmamtv com

BEE
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Consultants
EVANS

Consulting Communications Engineers
EMC Test Lab
•FCC Applications and Field Engineering
•Frequerx ySearches and Coordination
•AMFM-('ATV-ITTS-IPTV
•EMC Test Eah-FCC and furopc•an ( lECI

+

o <

t

651-784-7445

ALLOCATION STUDIES

CORNELL-DUBILIER
MICA CAPACITORS
FROM STOCK

.rrInas • CF E,or,su ,.?

Fax 1851) 784 7541

JENNINGS VACUUM
CAPACITORS

210 S. Mae St . Truensvale, WI 53092. (262) 242-6000, FAX (262) 242-6045
httpillwvneevansassoc.corn
Member AFCCE

FROM STOCK

PROMOTE YOUR

OMMUNZATIONSTECHNOLOGES INC

BUSINESS!

AM, FM, TV coverage & Upgrades

JENNINGS VACUUM
RELAYS

SURCOM ASSOCIATES

Claudia Van Veen

P.O. Box 1130
Marlton, NJ 08053

at 703.998.7600, ext. 154.

ELECTIOACOOSTCS
OSHA measurements

•

Fax 304-258-7927

2215 Faraday Ave_ Suite A
9049 Shady Grove ( r
Gaithersburg.MD 20r
Mullaney
(
301) 921-0i
Engineering, Inc.
F.(3011590 ,
Timber SRO
mullaney@muH

FCC applications preparation construction permit and license
engineering
Clarence M. Beverage • Laura M. Marahl

For more information, call

.- ege Tes'

Since 1948

kw,Broadcast transmission facility
design

ADVEFrT1SE!

•AM birtional • FM& ! Vied 'alor.
antrlina andiernetd. & other ineafiert ineaseernent & pool • Facility .
nspecticire
•RN)HA7 may r,
PordaSeiolulare,

304-258-7921

Engineers

Serving Broadcasters

FIELD WORK ASPECIALITY

•

s

fXPEMS IN

5844 Haman. Ave N., Shoreview, MN 56126

R. MORGAN BURROW, P.E.
ISL ASSOCIATES, P.C.

The following distributors serving the
broadcast industry would be glad to help you
with any of your requirements.

Consulting
Communications

FCl: Auf,,,!:orti • De:Kw • F-,01 Filg,,,,.erog •
Upgrade Silielc.catJon Stud- es • AM D,recilnnai Ar,:iy Tuning & Proo ,

OWL ENGINEERING, INC.
IAria& inioamdrnet nrn

DISTRIBUTOR
DIRECTORY

Tel: (856)985-0077
Fax: (856)985-8124

FASTER__
MORE ACCURATE RADIO COVERAGE

BROADCAST TECHNICAL CONSLI JANIS

•Real Time 3-D Displays
•Interference calculations
•Cost effective mapping
•Fully Integrated databases
•Used by the FCC
•Latest standards built- In

Full Scniei: From Allocation to
Operation NAVIWINIA1'.X liervirew
Oriel Init. Antenna and

REALcoverage.com

Facilitirs Design
Over 45 rears enRineering
and conSulting experience

High Performance Engineering
for Maximum Coverage

e-mail: link (9' sureonLcom web: www.surcormeorn

www.commtechrf.com

GRAHAM BROCIÇ I
NC.

The Coverage Map Store

,

912-638-8028
202-393-5133

von us on the web at www ratatosott cant
Ut Remotest So . 0E. °merest GA -706.764•2725

www.grahainhrock.com

Rey" 'gm «_ ffidtiast Professionals!

Doug Vernier

Telecommunication Consultants

Broadcast Engineering Consulting
AM/FIWTV/LPTV/DTV
Custom mapping service
Frequency searches
Propagation prediction
FCC application preparation

Are You a
Distributor?

For more information, including rates &
deadlines, call Claudia Van Veen at

Nff

oft
Software
""mm"..r.'"."'•
foryour PC

vs..

e t`

1-703-998-7600 ext. 154.

(800) 743-3684
www.v-soft.com

92008
Fax: ( 760)438-4759

Carlsbad, California

(760) 438 -4420

Gee

ADVERTISE HERE!
Space is available
Call 703-998-7600 ext. 154

?ass -

eae‘ ee
et,t
3 ,toei

,
fle.e.,7,

,
eiste

TRANSMITTERS/ EXCITERS/TRANSLATORS WTS ( Cont.)
QEI Quantum, " E" 3—watt transmitter
and exciter combo. $
3000 plus
shipping. Frequency agile. Call Curt
Matter 906-249-1423

FM Transmitters,
Translators, Antennas

FM Translator at 104.5 —
Manchester, KY Call Joey Kesler
606-843-9999

& Combiners
Contact

Radio World.
5827 Columbia Pike, 3rd Floor Falls Church, VA

PHONE: 703-998-7600 •

Benny Springer 800/695-7919
Or

Jimmie Joynt 800/279-3326

S
OFF THE AIR?
S
Emergency Back-up Rentals
FM Exciters - STLs -

Superior Broadcast Products

22041

FAX: 703-671-7409

Classified Advertising Rates Effective
January 1, 2007

FM Pwr Amps - Antennas 1x

6x

13x

26x

32x

1-9 col inch (
per inch) $ 110

105

100

95

90

10-19 col inch ( per inch) $ 95

85

75

65

60

Distributor Directory $ 135

130

125

120

115

Professional Card

$ 105

100

95

90

85

Station/Studio Services $ 200

170

145

123

105

Studio & Test Equipment

17194 Preston Rd. Suite 102-297 Dallas, TX 75248
SCMS Inc ( 800) 438-6040
Three Phase CSI FM12000E tuned
to 90.7 FM in Summerville, SC.
Installed at 1984 but is running at
full power. Buyer will need to
remove
transmitter
when
replacement is installed mid
August. Exciter not included Price
$1850.00 " as
is". E-mail
mraley@bbnradio.org or call Mike
at ( 704)
523-5555.
Visit
www.bbradio.org/sale
Three Phase CSI T- 20-F1 tuned to
99.7FM
in
Charlotte,
NC
Installed at 1987 and running at full
power before being replaced.
Transmitter is located in Charlotte,
NC and is ready to ship. No
exciter is
included..
Price
$2300.00 " as
is". E-mail
mraley@bbnradio.org or call Mike
at ( 704)
523-5555.
Visit
www.bbradio.org/sale

S "You Know We Know Radio" S
Used DEI FMO 10000 in tal
condition. This is a three phase
transmitter with a bad IPA and
combiner that will only make 80%
power. Willing to let this 12 year old
transmitter go for $3650.00 but buyer
must arrange pick up and shipping
from Ashland, Va. Contact Mike
Raley at (704) 523-5555 or e-mail
mraley@bbnradio.org for more
information. Serial
number
is
ST10KW054.
Elcom-Bauer 2.5 kW — Very
condition with ( nearly) new
exciter. Your pick up. Extra
and supplies. $6500. Call
Evans 775-884-8000

good
BEXT
parts
Jerry

Rodio World.
ipment Exchange

WANT TO BUY
Need complete set of HARRIS
MW- 1, AM, modules. This is for a
circa 1978 or 1979 transmitter.
Please contact Eric @ 717-2431200 from 9am until 5PM or Email wioo@pa.net
AM Phasors, Phasor Pads, Phase
Monitors, Rf Switches, AM
Transmitters. Continental Communications
314-664-4497,
Contcomm@Sbcglobal.Net
Will buy AM Phasors, ATU's
Directional Antenna Monitors, Field
Strength meters. Currently looking
for a Delta 01B- I or 01B- III
impedence bridge — contact Plateau
Management Co., Houston, TX
plateaumgmt@sbcglobal.net

Classified Line Ad

S2/word

radioworld.com Line ad $ 2/word
Blind Box Ad

$ 16 additional

Call Claudia Van Veen, at 703-998-7600 ext. 154 or e-mail:
cvanveen@imaspub.com to reserve space in the next issue.
Use your credit card to pay, we now accept VISA,

MASTERCARD and American Express.

www.radioworld.com

BEE
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ECONCO NEW TUBES
New tubes are now manufactured by ECONCO at

our award winning facility in Woodland California!
Of course, we continue our 34 year tradition of high
NEW

TUBES & COMPONENTS

Richardson
Electronics
Your Authorized Source for Tubes and Capacitors

INTL: + 1-530-662-7553
FAX: + 1-530-666-7760
www.econco.com
SE HABLA ESPAÑOL

quality power tube rebuilding.

TUBE

TEL 800-532-6626

NEW

TUBE

EMPLOYMENT
HELP WANTED

Turn to Richardson Electronics for all your
vacuum tube and capacitor needs
• $ 7 million in broadcast inventory
• New and rebuilt product
• Same day shipment
• Full manufacturers warranty
• Technical support
Call today, receive your product tomorrow...

800-348-5580
Authorized source for leading brands such as:

Am perex JE. ")

J [EMI

NNINGS

Visit www.rell

.0•S . 0111P« A1 te

tb.NELAT10 NA
ICL
S

Beasley Broadcasting has a rare
opening for an Assistant Chief
Engineer for our cluster of radio
station in beautiful New Bern, NC.
Familiarity in the operation and
maintenance of FM transmission
systems,
modern
studio
equipment. AM directional. digital
automation systems and other
equipment highly desired. We are
seeking aself- motivated individual
who
possesses
a
unique
combination of both IT. radio
engineering and interpersonal
skills. Contact Richard Banks at
252-634-2003, RB@WSFL.com, or
via mail at 207 Glenburnie Drive,
New Bern, NC 28560. BBG ENC is
an E0E.

E CT RO N

IDCINZADIE
ASST. CHIEF ENGINEER; SACRAMENTO.
Should have 5 yrs experience as radio
engineer. AM/FM Transmitter, Directional
Antenna, Studio Equipment, STL/RPU,
Computer and Digital Audio System
maintenance and installation. Clean Driving
Record. Email

bhirsh@cbs.com

RodiJ ULM
PROMOTE YOUR

com/locations asp for acomplete listing of our 70 worldw.de locat ons
www rell corn • 630-208-2200 broadcast@rell corn

FOR THE BEST PRICE

& 24 Hr ser,c, on transrritting tubes &
sockets/parts, new-& rebutlt call Goodrich Ent. at
40241;3-1886
day
or
night,

C Electronics
An International
Distributor of RF Components

Tubes
NEW & REBUILT
TRANSMITTERS, STUDIO EQUIPMENT, STLS, ANTENNAS,

BUSINESS!
CHIEF ENGINEER — BONNEVILLE — CHICAGO
WDRV, 97.1 The Drive, is searching for atalented Chief Engineer.
The ideal candidate must have at least 5years experience along with
Windows ProTools, RCS, AudioVault and HD Radio transmission
systems experience.
We offer an incredible benefits package
including insurance, 401K, paid volunteer time, health club and
transportation reimbursement and much more! To apply, complete
an application at www.wdrv.com and fax your application/resume
to: Amy Wicklund, 312-946-4762 or email to
awicklund@bonnevillechicago.com. EUE

ADVERTISE!
For more
information, call
Claudia Wan Veen at
703.998.7600,
ext. 154.

RADIO DATA SYSTEM ( FOR CAR RADIO DISPLAY)
EXCITERS-TFIANSMITTERS, TRANSLATORS, MIXERS-CONSOLES, RADIO LINK

POSITIONS WANTED

RPU, MOSFETS, VACUUM CAPACITORS, SOCKETS

•••••

Ceameserrabena àPourer MM.«

gabs 'W

H.D. transmitters, automations,
digital studios. Robert King, Call:
(915) 581-2979.

EEV

irWt

%#- Li et

SVETLANA

C.E. position wanted: Experienced with computers, transmitters,

Pro-Tek ®

M.1•••

Very motivated, hard working,
dependable,
and
outgoing.
Willing to relocate, and do what it
takes to start radio career. Contact
me Rhine Holford. 817-308-8168

BROADCASTING

USA DISTRIBUTOR

Bee peoes

Spontaneous creativity, charming
personality, and fast learner.
Exceptional digital/Cool Edit and
on-air skills. Very well liked, and
easygoing spirit. Micheal Clayton
pclayton_9@hotmail.com
972689-1717

FROgi ou

To Order:
1-800-881-2374

STO

ch-

Outside US. (352) 688-2374
Se Habla Español
3089 Deltona Blvd.
Spring Hill. FL 34609

461 ME

;s2

Need a good sports talk show
host? I'm looking for aspot in the
surrounding eastern KY area —
willing to relocate as well.
Experience with call-in shows for
all sports including NASCAR even
high school sports! Tape available.
Call Jim Ward at 703-371-5416 or
nascar43324@yahoo.com

Friendly, Eager to work, ISCET
Certified, Commercial FCC License
with radar, NAEIER Certified two-way
radio techniciar,, amateur radio extra,
seeks CE, asst. CE F/T, P/T Contract,
AM/FM, Cable, TV. Contact: Mitchell
Rakoff, mitchellrakoff@yahoo.com
718-969-522

PROMOTE YOUR BUSINESS!
ADVERTISE!
For more information, call
Claud aVan Veen
at 703.99E.7600, ext. 154.

BEST SERVICE

%Mile www.dantkelectronimcom

.e

Look no further, you're in the right place!

RF PARTS CO.
Se Habla Español

NIEW

We Export

EMAC • TAYLOR • SVETLANA
& Rebuilt Tubes - Same Day Shipping

Motorola • Toshiba • SGS • Thomson & Mitsubishi Semiconductors

37-2787

760-744-0700

rfp.e,rfparts corn

www . rfparts.com

L3 Wald

Broadcast Equipment
Exchange

703-998-7600, ext. 154
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ADVERTISER

34

25- Seven Systems, Inc.

29

AEQ, SA

31

APT

24

ATI

WEB SITE URL
www.25-seven.com
www.aeqbroadcast.com
www.aptx.com
www.atiaudio.com

18

AudioScience Inc.

9

Axia - A Telos Company

39

Bext, Inc

19

Broadcast Electronics

25

Broadcast Electronics

36

Broadcast Tools, Inc

23

BSI

3

BSW

www.audioscience.com
www.axiaaudio.com
www.bext.com
www.bdcast.com
www.bdcast.com
www.broadcasttools.com
www.bsiusa.com
www.bswusa.com

4

Burk Technology

39

Circuit Werkes

7

Comrex Corporation

1

Continental Electronics Corp.

39

Cortana

8

Electronics Research, Inc.

28

Google Inc.

39

Gorman Redlich Mfg

www.gorman-redlich.com

40

Grace Broadcast Sales

www.gracebroadcast.com

www.burk.com
www.circuitwerkes.com
www.comrex.com
www.contelec.com
www.cortanacorporation.com
www.eriinc.com

Harris Corporation

37

HHB Communications U.S.

www.hhbusa.com

35

JK Audio

www.jkaudio.com

39

KJIL

www.broadcast.harris.com

www.kjil.com

39

LBA Technology, Inc.
Logitek

37

Mouser Electronics

www.lbagroup.com

AM Stereo
Ithought it might be worth mentioning
that HD Radio receivers based upon the
LG Innotek chipset include support for
Motorola C-Quam AM stereo. So far the
Accurian Tabletop HD Radio and the
Sangean HDT-1 HD Radio Component
Tuner have been verified to receive
C-Quam signals in full stereo.
As Bill Norman of WNMB wrote on
The AM Stereo Forum (
http://AMStereo.
s5.com):
"I got an Accurian HD Radio this
morning. Took it to the radio station and
sat it in the production room. Ran the
headphone output to the console and there
it was — AM stereo coming out of the

seems to be an
undocumented
feature of these
radios.

www.mouser.com

NPR Satellite Services

www.nprss.org/rworld

15

Omnia - A Telos Company
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Our readers have
something to say

speakers. Bear in mind, my transmitter
and towers are about adozen miles from
the studios and my production room is full
of computers. That said, it was not abad
sound. Iam not an HD Radio fan, but Iam
excited to find any receiver that will
decode and play my AM stereo [station]?'
C-Quam AM stereo seems to be an
undocumented feature of these radios. The
manufacturers' literature does not mention
it, and the tuner display does not include a
stereo indicator for either AM or FM.
Nonetheless, this is good news for the
hundreds of stations still transmitting AM
stereo, because for the first time in years,
their listeners can now walk into any
Radio Shack and purchase aradio that will
let them hear the station in stereo.
Kevin M. Tekel
Founder
The AM Stereo Web Site
Warren, N.J.

AM Migration:

VWith our recent conversion to

Possible, But

HD on our flagship station, Ireally

Not Likely

depended on Radio World to
keep me informed on the
latest in HD technology and
consider it

to be the Wall Street Journal
for radio engineers.”
Chris Wilk
Chief Engineer
WFLS/WYSK/WWUZ Radio
Fredericksburg, Va.
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Regarding " Rethinking AM's Future"
(RW Opinion, Dec. 20), it was sometime
in 1993, Ithink, Ifiled a PRM with the
FCC asking to move the AM operators to
new spectrum. Little- used frequencies in
the 200 and 300 MHz were suggested.
Each station would have been 10 kW —
one size fits all. No action was ever taken.
A meeting with NAB executives went
nowhere. They weren't interested in
improving the AMers' lot at the expense
of adding competition to their group
owners' AMs and FMs. Icoined the
phrase " FM- 2" ( later picked up by
another unrelated group) as it would
have been frequency modulation — dig-

FORUM•

ital had not yet arrived.
Are times changing? Your editorial suggests migration of the AM operators to
unused TV channels. It was always possible — possible but not probable. Not only
would it improve the AM operator's service to the community, it would also bring
in lots of new station applications/auctions
and operators to compete for the new
available channels not assigned to the
existing licensees. It would also create
more competition to the new, and inferior
FM IBOCs (clearly adesperate, sub-standard reaction to satellite).
Do you really think the NAB and large
group operators would entertain allowing
this? Iknow it won't happen. Been there,
done that! Remember, Congress is the
final word.
In an "amazing" reversal of philosophy,
the NAB now wants AMs to use FM
translators to enhance night coverage. Or
is it really to keep LPFMs from competing
with the radio industry? Those translator
ideas were suggested long ago in an
attempt to " Rethink AM's Future" and
were shot down. The AM's translator
would be competitive with FM's. What
has changed? LPFM, that's what. By the
way, was there ever alogical reason why
one aural service (FM) can use translators
and another (AM) cannot?
When one observes that the FCC can
find entire new spectrum for the TV operators and move them, is there any question
it could have been done for AM (and FM),
and even the hybrid/less-than-perfect FM
IBOC? Of course it can and should be
done, but the economics of large group
owners and new competitors for newly
open channels kills that idea. AM's future
or any station's future is community service. It works.
The public interest, necessity and convenience are no longer the controlling criteria. One other "small" problem: vacant
TV channels will be auctioned and the
money spent by Congress. You can't really think the government is going to pass
up that kind of money in the interest of its
citizenry, can you?
Larry Tighe
Hackettstown, N.J.
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They (Thankfully) Don't
Make ' Em Like They Used To
Waxing Nostalgic About Audio Gear of Yore
Is Fun, But Today's Is Undeniably More Reliable
by Randy Howard
Fred Krock's article "Turntables and
Radio in the 1950s" in the Dec. 20 issue
took me back to my entry into radio in
1960. Iworked for astation in Waterbury,
Vt.. VVDEV(AM). There we had an assortment gear, ranging from fairly modern
(Gates Twinsistor remote mixer and a
Gates ST- 101) to very old, even then.
We had both of the RCA turntables
mentioned in the article. Ithink the 70 was
the one with the shifter on top of the platter, the 70-A on the edge. These things
had quite large motors, mounted in the
bottom of the stand-alone cabinets.
The output shafts ran at 78 rpm, and the
lever either engaged the whole top end to
the shaft, or engaged the center part under
the platter to the shaft, and with aset of
five ball bearings, caused the platter to turn
at 33.33 rpm. When the 45s came along
RCA had alot of engineering to do, as no
stations wanted to replace their turntables
just to play the newfangled records.

your middle finger holds the record. The
Capitol Records folks came up with a
"fix." It looked alot like a 12-inch record,
but had no groove. It did have an area at
its center, just the diameter of the hole in a
45. It also had aribbed area at the outer
edge. Problem solved. Ithink they called
it acue-disc. It had alabel and apart number on the reverse side.
The turntable shown at the start of the
article, the Gates CB-500 was in reality a
fine unit. It really wasn't necessary to slipcue with this one. It came up to speed in
about ahalf-turn at 78, aquarter-turn at 33
or 45. Unfortunately, DJs brought up with
slip-cueing for tight operation insisted
upon doing it with these units as well, and
that did nasty things to the drive system.
The silliest part was the incandescent
lamp under the power switch. The CB-77
was the 12-inch version. You could play
16-inch discs on it, as long as you had an
arm to clear the edge.
Regarding vertical vs. lateral recordings: To my knowledge, only Edison (a

Until recently Idealt with a 20-year-old
transmitter so reliable that when Ihad a
problem, Ihad to go back and hit the books to
track it down. Inow deal with one Ihaven't
even looked inside of in more than a year.
— Randy Howard
They ended up cutting the main shaft
about halfway up and inserting aplanetary
drive. There was aknob on the top of the
cabinet, labeled "33/78" or "45." This
operated something similar to a brake
band, which gripped the outside of the
planetary drive, resulting in 45 RPM at the
platter. You had to put the lever control in
the 78 position, then turn the knob to 45.
If you forgot to move the lever to 78, you
got areally strange sound, when your 45
played at some speed slower than 33.
By the time Igot there, most music was
on LPs; 33-to-45 switches were common
within any daypart.
Gates way
Gates handled it differently. Its CB- 11
was an inside rim drive table. Individual
rubber idlers engaged alarge (78) or small
(33) step on the motor shaft. Their solution to the 45 was to ( 1) bore two holes on
the top of the platter, about 2 inches in
diameter; (2) cut aslot in the top of the
motor shaft — not too deep; ( 3) install 45
adaptor — abrass sleeve with adrive wire
across the top. Engage the drive wire in
the slot, and presto. The 33 position was
now 45. It was good to have several of the
adaptors, as they frequently got dropped
into the bottoms of the cabinets.
Nobody liked playing 45s on a 16-inch
turntable. You can't "slip-cue" comfortably. No place to rest your thumb while

45

quarter-inch thick) Diamond Disc Recreations and Pathe Sapphire Recordings
(red rooster on the black label, gold lettering) were vertical. They ran at 80 rpm.
There may have been others, but not
many. Most commercial records throughout the history of the disc record were lateral from the start.
Transcription libraries were something
else. World, Lang Worth, Muzak and perhaps others, were vertical, and some were
inside start. The first track was nearest the
label, and played outward toward the
edge. Two good (at the time) reasons: ( 1)
not many people had record players that
would handle 16-inch discs, so let's make
sure they can't play them with available
equipment; and ( 2) we can market our
own pickup and equalizer at our own
price. The latter didn't last, but until the
advent of stereo records and pickups, the
first did.
A new age
Records and the means to play them
have been an important part of my entire
life, and Ijust can't resist putting in my 15
cents' worth when the opportunity arises.
I'm still in broadcasting. Isort of miss the
old days of tubes and big, gunky transformers, but then Irealize that reliability is
so much better now.
Until recently Idealt with a20-year-old
transmitter that was so reliable that when I

'Turntables and Radio in. the 1950s
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had aproblem, maybe once ayear, I
had to go back and hit the books to
track it down. Inow deal with one I
haven't even looked inside of in more
than ayear.
When Istarted, at the tail end of a
Green Mountain Power Co. three-phase
feed, something needed fixing at least
once aweek — not counting changing
styli broken by the DJs! Go back? Not
on your life.
Randy Howard is station engineer for
KJLL(AM) in Tucson, Ariz..
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Gates Turntable
I liked the photo of the Gates
turntable you used to illustrate my article (" Turntables and Radio in the
1950s," Dec. 20). It had aGray viscousdamped tone arm.
Unfortunately in the editing process
two errors crept into the article.
1) Iworked top 40 radio before cart
machines. Invariably one of four turntables was used for playing the hits. It had
amicrogroove stylus and ran at 45 rpm.
The other three were used for playing
33-1/3 rpm commercials, themes, liners
and other production effects. Often the
two rear turntables were old ones that
would not play 45s. You had to play so
many very short effects that you didn't
have time to cue them up unless three
turntables were available.
If you had to segue two 45s in "twin
tune time," you had to change one of the
other tables to play a45. The station
often would schedule twin tunes to cover the competition's newsbreak so listeners would be assured of getting music
when they hit the station change button.
Then you would convert the first twin
tune turntable to play 33-1/3 rpm transcriptions so you could have three tables
cued when the second twin tune ended.
Ivisited two other top 40 stations
during this time and saw that they operated the same way with one turntable
used to play the music and the other
three used for effects, etc.
2) Idon't believe GE made professional phono cartridges with the turnaround stylus so it could play both
microgroove and standard records. I
believe that feature was available only
on consumer cartridges that could not be
used with the Gray Labs passive equalizers. If astation used aseparate phono
preamp rather than the Gray Labs
device, it could use the consumer cartridges. Inever saw aGE turn-around
stylus cartridge used in acontrol room.
Announcers too often would use the
wrong stylus that degraded the sound on
the air.
Later transcriptions were cut using a
microgroover cutting stylus so they
could be played with either playback
stylus. But that was for the future.

deR.P›,
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Also the optimum tracking force was
very different for microgroove and standard groove recordings. A more common technique was to use plug-in cartridge shells that were weighted to
provide the proper tracking force for the
stylus used. Invariably the microgroove
cartridges were painted with red fingernail polish.
Iknow. I'm an old pedant.
Ihope your readers enjoyed the article.
Fred Krock
Walnut Creek, Calif.
The Gates turntable pictured in Fred
!Crock's article brought back an amusing
memory.
In 1964, when the holder of a first
ticket was much in demand, Iwas working as acombo announcer/engineer at
WOKO in Albany, N.Y. One of my shifts
involved opening the station Sunday
mornings at 7 a.m. and acting as board
op for alive show hosted by the minister
of the local Salvation Army group.
Our one and only stucLo featured two
of those Gates tables with the rocker
switch and neat little gearshift speed
selector. One morning Iwalked in to
discover one of the turntables running
and immediately thought the previous
night's DJ had left it on.
But then a double take
as Ispotted the culprit. A
little gray field mouse was sitting on the
spindle spinning merrily around and
around. Every once in awhile he would
jump off the spindle and use the platter
as atreadmill until he had enough exercise and returned to the center.
Fortunately for Mickey, the turntable
was only set for 33 and not 78 rpm.
Best Ican figure, he had stepped on the
rocker switch just before he jumped on
the turntable and started his wild ride.
Needing awitness to this remarkable
sight, Iwaited ' til the minister arrived
before shutting down the turntable and
escorting a rather wobbly rodent back
to the field outside.
And you thought mice only came
with computers.
Bill Draper
Chief Engineer
Clear Channel of the Hudson Valley
Poughkeepsie, N.Y.
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Don't Forget the Wow Factor
If terrestrial radio is to survive in the long term, it must differentiate itself in
apositive way from the satcasters, podcasters and Internet broadcasters.
The typical station now faces alot more competition than just the similarly
formatted outlet across town; and that competition is growing. If we intend to
maintain market share to remain relevant and viable, we have to be different
and better. That means the terrestrial radio listener experience must be better in
some way than the listener experience for competing media.
As we often note, much of a listener's experience comes from the content.
But agood bit of it is technical in nature — the overall aural, sensory and visual experience. Engineers and other tech-savvy managers do have arole to play
in the success of this digital transition.
Individual stations and group owners as well as the industry at large should
consider several factors.
Atop our list is the FM HD Radio experience. At the insistence of Ibiquity
Digital, many station engineers have worked hard to make the analog/digital
transition "seamless." Mission accomplished — but if you can't tell the difference between the analog and digital, why bother with the digital at all?
Recent newspaper reviews of HD Radio have concluded just that. The
reviewers couldn't tell the difference and thus couldn't see the benefit. It's hard
to argue with that. AM HD Radio has adefinite "wow factor." FM HD Radio
lacks it. Somehow we've got to create such a "wow factor" for FM.
We suggest the use of lighter, peak- limit-only processing on FM digital
audio to preserve the dynamic range of the source material. Another possibility
is to use the feature in the Ibiquity software to push the demodulated level of
the digital audio by adB or so, creating the perception of greater loudness. This
will, of course, be a tradeoff in the fringe, but judiciously used it could be a
component of what is needed to make the digital audio "pop" and stand out
from the analog.
PAD and RDS are areas where we can generate "wow factor" for the listener.
We need something different and better here, something other than what we see
on many stations now: song title/artist followed by "unknown" in the empty
album/genre fields. Why not populate those fields with useful and interesting
data? During commercials, display the business name and phone number. Be
creative and use RDS and PAD scrolls for contests and promotions.
Undoubtedly there is more that we can do to improve our product; it's up to
us to find it. The HD Radio rollout needs a greater sense of urgency.
Compelling content is critical, yes. But radio engineers also must put ourselves
in the listener's footwear, frankly critiquing our signals, sounds and scrolls —
the listener experience — to determine what we can do to make terrestrial radio
different and better.

The Push to

the end of the film, methinks the truth
about interference will be pooh-poohed
until it's too late to back out; too many
people have avested interest. They say,
"If anyone knows any reason why this
woman shouldn't be married to this man
At risk of being lumped in the grumspeak now or forever hold your peace."
Call this marriage off now. The divorce
ble group of Luddites when it comes to
digital radio, it looks as logical as
will be ugly.
What's the real truth about interferinvesting in oil shale in the 1950s.
Someone please explain why I'm
ence? Some IBOC AMs have turned it
wrong on the following points that I off. Artifacts on FM? I'd like some truth
contend say things are okay as they are:
here from the industry leaders.
7) Remember 1996 where consolidation was allowed; and justified because
1) A properly set up FM station
sounds good. The IBOC is marginally
radio was "moribund." Allowing Clean
better and maybe that isn't even so.
Channel, et al., to swallow it all up was
2) So expensive and complicated,
to make life better. A pack of lies it was.
Excluding LPFM, there are 13,748
IBOC sounds just about like good FM.
Why is it smart to switch?
AM and FM stations (" HD Radio
Scoreboard," Dec. 20) and moaning in
3) Don't tell me it's about the extra
channels (HD2). The big guys that give
trades says there isn't enough ad revus homogenized focus- group- driven
enue to go around. HD- 2 means more
inventory but the same amount of money. We're still moribund.
8) Expensive and complicated means
only big players and larger markets can
Call this marriage
be in the game.

Digital ( IStill
Don't Get It)

off now. The divorce
will be ugly.
— Jim Jenkins

plastic are certainly not going to risk the
gobs of capital that HD requires to
experiment, think or risk. We haven't
seen "out of the box" thinking to date,
and at even higher costs do you realistically think that will happen? Of course
not.
4) Then there's the consumer. Ican
buy a really nice AM/FM radio that
sounds good for well under $ 100; lots
out there for under $40. What consumer
is going to spend $ 179 for the Radio
Shack model, or $ 299 for the Boston
Acoustics, to hear what Ican hear for
under $40?
5) If the consumer won't buy the
receiver — remember it sounds pretty
much the same, costs abunch of cash; a
no brainer — why should the broadcaster spend the considerable sum to put out
asignal no one will receive?
6) Facts are sketchy on this point, and
just like in "The Fugitive" with Harrison
Ford, until we get to the showdown at
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Complicated and expensive. No
receivers in hands of listeners. Not
enough ad dollars to pay for new "stations." Bland and plastic programming.
Only the "big guys" will have enough
money to play.
What part of this says, "Digital radio
is the way to go. Let's bet the farm and
quit our day job"?
Jim Jenkins
Owner/General Manager
WAGS Radio
Bishopville, S.C.
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The CBR antenna has a radiating
element that is the cavity. The "dipole"
arms excite the cavity with a rotating
electric and magnetic field that radiates
into space along an axis normal to the
face of the cavity. The "dipole" arms
also incorporate a secondary set of
arms or rings mounted in front of them.
These are capacitive impedance matching elements and serve no radiating
function.
It is the cavity that radiates and the
element beam shape, both horizontal
and vertical plane, is determined by the
cavity diameter. With different diameters (smaller = wider beam) you can get
elements that add well in athree-around
or four-around configuration, or build
almost any pattern you want.
By the way, the horizontal and verti-

CBR Technicality
This time of year things slow down
and Iget achance to actually read some
of the technical mail Iget. Radio World,
as usual, is abit of afun read. Just afew
points:
Briefly, a Buyer's Guide article
("DCBR Maintains Coverage, Transmits
HD," Dec. 20) mentions the Cavity
Backed Radiator (CBR) type antenna,
specifically a Dielectric- manufactured
antenna. The article says the antenna is
"a circularly polarized antenna comprising a crossed dipole radiator mounted
within a circular cavity." Well, not
exactly. There is aslight technical error
here, but an important one.

cal patterns for the CBR element are
almost identical and they have good isolation behind them ( producing very low
RF exposure within the antenna system;
another story).
The CBR also has almost no pattern
influence from the mounting structure;
only the CBR size, its mounting geometry and electrical feed system affect the
pattern. Its only downsides are weight
and windload. In one case we made
CBRs with solid cavities and full
radome covers, knowing that were they
to be used the basket-style CBRs would
eventually be fully covered in rime ice.
Yes, this is asmall and obscure technical point, but good engineering should
worry about the small stuff.
Bob Culver
Laurel. Md.
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AUDIOAF?TS ENGINEERING
DIGITAL

A UDIO

NETWORK

AUDIOARTS NET is the EASY way to interface your D- 75N digital consoles! And

because D-75Ns are also standalone designs each studio can operate INDEPENDENTLY, relying on the
network only to share resources. And by EASY interface we MEAN it— you don't have to be asoftware
guru or IT professional to get up and running— and STAY running! And because it's AUDIOARTS, you
can rest assured it'll be reliable and preserve your budget. TAKE ADVANTAGE of WHEATSTONE's
extensive expertise in DIGITAL TECHNOLOGY!

=
---ÍAUDIOARTS ENGINEERING
tivamommeamerarsart

sales@wheatstone.corn / tel 252-638-7000 / www.auclioarts.net
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with the New Vorsis HD-P3
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it?

A four- band parametric equalizer feeding athree- band limiter
with adjustable crossover points, AGC and selectable filters for FM,
AM or streaming audio formats. The HD- P3 includes avariable
de-esser, an expander and dual digital outputs ( one with user selectable
HD latency FM delay), plus high pass, low pass and notch filters,
and asignal de-correlator to optimize bass content. All this controlled
by an ethernet protocol computer interface that lets you run one or
many HD-P3s from your office or internet based locations.

Processing for your new HD signal, improving your existing FM
or AM signal chain, preprocessing streaming audio-over-internet,
astandalone HD processor or arealtime DJ monitor feed— and
finally— a KILLER studio production tool.
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